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TSUNAMIS AND EARTHQUAKE MECHANISMS
IN THE ISLANDARC REGIONS

L. V. Chubarov and V. K. Gusiakov
Computing Center, Novosibirsk, 630090, USSR

ABSTRACT

The generation of tsunamis with the help of a
quake and their propagation in the basin with the
arc region is discussed. A set of eight source

simple
bottom

mode 1s

dislocation model of an earth-
relief typical for the island
presenting the basic types of

faulting in the sources of the island earthquakes is considered. This set of source
models ‘includes low-angle thrust, steep dip--slip fault, dip-slip fault with a strike
component of dislocation, strike-slip fault, the so-called combined source (combination
of thrust-type fault and dip-slip), thrust fault with branching up the dip-slip (Fukao’s
model), double fault (block-type source), and simple elliptical elevation.

For all the source models considered tsunami wave forms at the coast are computed,
and the distributions of the maximum tsunami heights along the coastline are obtained.
The dependence of the tsunami efficiency on the source mechanism and some other source
parameters is examined.

It was found that two source models most typical for island arc regions (steep
dip-slip and low-angle thrust) generate tsunamis with practically equal amplitudes,
periods, and phases.

Among the other sources considered the Fukao’s model and the block-type source
produce the tsunami waves with some greater heights at the nearest part of the coast.
However, the increase of wave heights as compared to the other sources is insufficient to
explain all the features of tsunami-earthquakes for which these source models were pro-
posed.

The seismic moment of a source was found to be the main parameter determining the
tsunami intensity at the coast. Theoretical relationship obtained between the tsunami
intensity and moment-magnitude of a source corresponds fairly well to the empirical data..
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Iritroduction

The problem of the evaluation of tsunami danger of submarine earthquakes is one of
the important practical tasks of the seismological investigations in the Pacific region.
It is well known that more than 80% of the total seismic energy produced on the Earth is
concentrated in,the Pacific seismic belt, where about 200 earthquakes with magnitudes up
to 6.0 annually occur. Islandarc regions, such as Aleutian, Kurile, and Japanese arcs,
are the most active parts of this seismic belt. According to the plate tectonic con-
ception seismic processes in these regions are the result of the mechanical interaction
between the subducting oceanic and overriding continental lithosphere plates (Kanamori,
1971; Nishenko, McCann, 1979). The major earthquakes associated with the main litho-
spheric interface are believed to be a result of a rebound of the continental litho-
sphere, which is dragged by the underthrusting oceanic lithosphere, so its predominant
source mechanism should be a low-angle thrust.

As it is known that the source mechanism is nonuniquely determined by P wave first
motion data as two nodal planes per~endicular toeach other, the choice of one of them as a
real fault plane in an earthquake source has to be done on the basis of additional data
such as the distribution of aftershock hypocenters.

Mass determinations of source mechanisms in the northwestern Pacific made in the
1960’s and the beginning of 1970’s revealed that for island arc earthquakes one nodal
plane is directed, as a rule, along the island arc and it is steeply dipping toward a
trench, while the second plane with the same, in general, strike direction is gently
sloping under the island arc. Upholders of plate tectonics consider the second plane as
a real plane of rupture and in accordance with this believe the source mechanism to be a
low-angle thrust (Kanamori, 1971; Abe, 1973; Nishenko, McCann, 1979). Other seismolo-
gists following the geosinclinal theory consider the first plane as a real plane and
accept the dip-slip faulting as a predominant mechanism of island arc earthquakes
(Averianova, 1968; Balakina, 1972; Burymskaya, 1983). They believe the steeply dipping
planes to be better consistent with the morphology of the island arc slope, whose relief
is characterized by the presence of a number of steps (deep sea terraces).

The most detailed model of seismic processes in the island arc regions is elaborated
in the works by Nishenko, McCann (1979), Lobkovsky, Sorokhtin (1980), Lobkovsky, Baranov
(1982 , 1984). In the base of this model lies the conception of subduction and the notion
of seismic cycle. The important elements of the model are the transverse faults breaking
the overriding edge of continental lithosphere on the separate blocks (keys), which are
relatively independent one from another in the conditions of weak lateral compression,
typical for Kurile and Japanese arcs (Averianova, 1968; Balakina, 1972).

Let us describe shortly the cycle of seismic process as it is believed to be in the
framework of the model mentioned. It consists of four recognizable stages, which may be
explained in terms of Reid’s (1910) elastic rebound model. During the fast coseismic
stage the separate block of lithospheric edge moves forward to the trench at the distance
of several meters (the magnitude of the displacement in the sources of great shallow
earthquakes). The next postseismic stage of a few years duration is characterized by the
full strain release in the source region and involves the aftershock series. This stage
is usually regarded as the last stage of the recurrent seismic cycle and signifies the
beginning of a new cycle. During the most prolonged interseismic stage (with duration
about one hundred years), the advanced block is passively displaced back to the island
arc, dragged by the motion of subducting oceanic plate, so far as it will be stopped by
the island arc. From this moment the preseismic stage of the cycle begins. This stage
lasts usually for about a few years and is characterized by the fast accumulation of
elastic strain. After the strain exceeds the limit of stability of the medium, a new
large event occurs and the next seismic cycle begins.



On the basis of numerical and physical model ling of crustal
duction zones, Lobkovsky and Baranov (1982, 1984) showed that in
model , except for the thrust-type earthquakes, the events with a
occur. The dis~lacements in the sources of these earthquakes
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movements in the sub-
the framework of this
dip-slip mechanism can
lie alona the steeDlv

dipping faults, ‘which are formed in the thickness of leading edge of continental IithoL
sphere under the action of tangent component of stresses at its foot (Fig. 1).

Lobkovsky and Baranov (1982) distinguished four basic t.y~es of earth~uake mechanisms
which are cha~acterisl.ic for the-island ~rc regions:

-.

low-angle thrust earthquakes;
dip-slip earthquakes;
strike-slip earthquakes with displacement along the transverse faults;
the so-called combined t.v~e of earthquakes havinq in its sources practically
simultaneously both possible types of faulting (lo~-angle thrust and” dip-slip)~

The main purpose of the present work is to evaluate the tsunami potential of these
and some other types of earthquakes on the basis of existing mathematical models of
tsunami generation and propagation.

Mathematical models which have been applied to study the tsunami generation problem
may be divided into two main kinds. The more appropriate are those in which the liquid
layer (a model of the ocean) and the elastic halfspace (a model of the Earth crust) forms
a coupled system, in which wave behavior is described by a single system of equations.
This kind of model was used by Podyapolsky (1970), Alekseev, Gusiakov (1974), Yamashita,
$ato (1974), Ward (1980, 1981, 1982); and Comer (1984a). The other kind of models widely
applied to numerical simulation of tsunami can be called after Comer (1984b) the “par-
tially coupled” approach. In this approach the calculated or observed static bottom
deformation in the epicentral region is used to generate tsunami waves in incompressible
ocean with otherwise rigid bottom (see, for example, Aida, 1978; Ando, 1982; Chubarov et
al., 1984) .

It was shown earllier (Podyapolisky, 1970; Cromer, 1984b) that in long wave approxi-
mation both approaches to the tsunami generation problem are equivalent.

In the present work we use the “partially coupled” model because it allows us to
consider the ocean with variable depth and to transfer the initial tsunami heights from
the epicenter region to the coast, where we usually have all field observations of
tsuanmis. In the framework of the first approach, we have to consider, as a rule, the
ocean with flat bottom since in case of variable depth the solution of government equa-
tions is possible onl,y by numerical methods, application of which to three-dimensional
dynamic problemsis still rather complicated

We calculate the vertical static displacement ~(x,y) on the surface of elastic
homogeneous halfspace with the inner distributed source of dislocation type. This source
is a simple fault plane of a rectangular shape described by six parameters: the length
L, the width W, the depth of the upper rim of the fault htop, the dip angle of the fault

plane 6, the strike angle of the fault dislocation measured from the horizontal axes A,
and the average dislocation over the fault Do (Fig. 2). The details of the solution of

this static elastic problem can be found in Gusiakov (1978).

The computed vertical displacement ~(x,y) is introduced in the discontinuity equa-
tion of the linear shallow water model, which is used for the description of tsunami
propagation in the ocean with a variable depth.
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Without Coric)lis and friction terms, these equations can be written as

‘t + 9~x= o (1)

‘t +9QY=0’ (2)

(q-~)t + ((H-L)u)x + ((H-C)V)Y= O (3)

Here u(x,y,t), v(x,,y,t) are average velocity components in x and y directions, respec-
tively, q(x,y,t) is water surface displacement, H(x,y) is the ocean depth.

System (1)-(3) is solved numerically by the finite difference method. The details
of calculations can be found in Marchuk et al. (1983). The bottom displacement ~(x,y) is
regarded to be established instantaneously, or, more specifically, during one time step
of the difference scheme equal to 10 see, since the time of process in the sources of
tsunamigenic earthquakes (10-100 see) is much less than a typical period of tsunami waves
(600-1000 see).

Calculations of tsunami propagation were carried out on the model of typical bottom
relief of Kurile-Kamchatka region. The perspective view of the bottom model is shown in
Fig. 3 in some arbitrary scale, which is different in vertical and horizontal directions.
It includes inclined shelf, forearc basin, steep continental slope, deep-sea terrace,
outer (continental) slope of deep-water trench, and the inner (oceanic) slope of the
trench, transferring to deep-water oceanic basin.

The calculation region with dimensions 550 x 320 km was covered with a rectangular
111 x 65 grid, whose mesh size is Ax = Ay = 4.76 km (Fig. 4). The computed wave forms
were output on the plotter at 12 inner grid points and 21 boundary grid points located
along the coastline.

Model sources were located in the region of deep-sea terrace, where tsunamigenic
earthquakes occur most frequently. In addition to the above four basic kinds of earth-
quake sources, four’ other source models were regarded:

dip slipfaultwitha strikecomponentof dislocation(A=50°)as intermediate
modelbetween pure dip-slip (A=90°) and strike-slip (A=OO) faults;
low-angle thrust with branching from its upper part, the steep dip-slip fault.
This kind of source was proposed by Fukao Q979) as a possible source model of
the so-called tsunami-earthquakes;
subvertical displacement of the whole block of the overriding edge of continen-
tal lithosphere limited by normal and inverse faults from both sides. Balakina
(1983) indicates the possibi 1 ity of such a type of movement in the sources of
tsunamigenic earthquakes on the basis of studying the seismograms of 1975
Shikotan earthquake, each having two clear consecutive set-ens of opposite
signs;
simple elliptical elevation of water surface, which can be produced by a linear
isotropic source located at some depth within the elastic halfspace. This
hypothetical source is used for investigation of the relationship of amplitudes
and periDds of computed mareograms with the type of initial water displacement
in the tsunami generating area.

Fault parameters of the examined source models are summarized in Table 1. The
length of fault plane L was taken equal to 100 km, the widthW = 50 km, so the aspect
ratio L/k/ = 2, which is a typical value for a Pacific earthquake (Abe, 1975). With the

dislocation Do = 2 m and the module of rigidity p
= 501010N*m-2

* it gives the seismic

.
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moment MO . According to the relationship between seismic moment and the

surface wave magnitude MS suggested by Aki (1972)

MS = (log MO “ 9)/1.5 (4)

moment of 5*1020N*m”is equivalent to the magnitude MS = 7.8.

The computed static displacements due to eight examined source models are shown in
Fig. 5 as cross-sections of vqrtical displacement and in Fig. 6 as perspective views of
bottom deformation near the source region. For sources Ml, M2, M3, and M5 bottom defor-
mation pattern has, in general, a similar form with landward subsidence and trenchward
uplift. The pattern for source M4” (strike-slip fault) has a form of a symmetric four-
loops diagram with essentially smaller vertical amplitudes. The source M8 produces the
elliptical elevation of the bottom, which is symmetric in two perpendicular cross-
sections.

A distinctive feature of static deformation produced by sources M6 and M7 is the
subsidence of a trenchward portion of the tsunami generating area. Comer (1983) was the
first to indicate this feature of Fukao’s model. He investigated the mareograms recorded
at Wake and Midway Islands for a number of tsunamigenic earthquakes of Kurile-Kamchatka
region and found that the records of typical tsunami-earthquakes of October 20, 1963, and
June 10, 1975, have a clear downward first motion, while the records at these two islands
from nearby ordinary tsunamigenic earthquakes such as events of October 13, 1963, and
August 11, 1969, have the upward first motion.

Figures 5 and 6 present the computed static deformation of the ocean bottom. As it
is mentioned above, the time-history of bottom movement is assigned to be a ramp-function
with rise time To = 10 sec. Due to a short duration of bottom movement (to<<T) and its

large spatial scale (L>>H), a pattern of the initial displacement of
tically repeats a pattern of bottom deformation.

Table 1 also lists a number of parameters characterizing the
patterns for all the sources considered, in particular, the change of

v0= I L(x,y)dx@ ,

‘1

the total volume of bottom deformation

and the initial tsunami energy Et calculated by the formula

‘t = ; P09
1

L2(x,y)dxdy

‘1

In (5)-(7)SI is theareaof tsunami generating region, PO = 1 is the

water surface prac-

bottom deformation
basin volume

(5)

(6)

(7)

density of waterj g

is the acceleration of gravity. According to Kajiura (1970), the quantity Et reproduces
with a sufficient accuracy the total tsunami energy for fast bottom movement.
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Except for the source M4, having the essentially smaller value Et, the initial

energy of other sources is found in the limits of 0.6-1.501020 ergs, varying not more
than 2.5 times. Kajiura (1981) gave the formula for evaluation of tsunami ener~
the moment-magnitude ~ of an earthquake

log Et =2~+logF+5.5

where F is the function of fault parameters having the maximum value about O.

Et from

(8)

1. The
moment-magnitude ~ is defined by the seismic moment-of an earthquake MO and for examined

source models with Ho = 5.1020N”m,its valueis 7.8. If we put the value 7.8 in (8),

then the range of computed tsunami energy for the sources with a single fault (Ml, M2,
M3, and M4) is provided by variation of the function F in the limits of 0.01 - 0.1, which
are consistent with the value of F given by Kajiura (1981). For source models with
double fault, the function F has some larger value (up to 0.18 for source M6).

Computed wave forms at 11 points along the coastline are shown in Fig. 7 for sources
M2 (dip-slip fault) and M8 (elliptical elevation). Due to a short distance from a
tsunami source to the coast and the simplicity of bottom relief, the computed mareograms
consist of only two-three waves, among them the leading wave has the highest amplitude.
The direction of the first motion of tsunami for source M8 is always positive, the sign
of the first motion for source M2 changes along the coastline. At the coast points lo-
cated directly opposite the source, the first motion is negative in accordance with the
subsidence of landward portion of tsunami source. At the distance greater than 150 km
from the source, the first motion becomes positive. It means that due to refraction on
the inclined bottom, these parts of the coast are reached first by the waves radiating
from a rising trenchward part of the source region.

The period of waves varies along the coast and for all the sources has the minimum
value at the central grid point (3.56), where come the waves radiating from the source
lengthwise to its short axes, and it has the maximum value at point (3.16) where appear
waves leaving the source lengthwise to its long axes. At all the points, a visible
period for source M2 is shorter than for source M8 due to a more complicated profile of
the initial disturbance.

The distribution of maximum wave heights (from crest to trough) along the coastline
is shown in Fig. 8 for sources Ml, M2, M3, M4, and in Fig. 9 for sources M5, M6, M7, and
M8. These distributions are the basis for the analysis of comparative tsunami efficiency
of considered source models. Since the wave height at the coast strongly depends on the
distance to a source (see Fig. 10) and for different source models, the position of the
maximum of bottom displacement with respect to a fault plane does not coincide; in each
case the source position was chosen in such a way that the maximum of bottom deformation
was found at the same distance from the coast.

Under this condition, the two basic source models with a single fault - a low-angle
thrust (Ml)and steep dip-slip fault (M2) has practically equal tsunami efficiency. The
difference in tsunami amplitudes between these sources does not exceed 10 cm. In the
presence of a strike component of fault dislocation, the wave heights are decreased in
proportion of sin A. Small asymmetry of the wave height distribution for source M3 is
the result of asymmetry of the initial bottom deformation.

As was to be expected, the pure strike-slip fault has essentially smaller tsunami
efficiency. The maximum wave heights do not exceed 30 cm, which is only 1/6 part of the
height produced by sources Ml or M2 with the same seismic moment.
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Sources with a double fault (M5, M6, and M7) have a little stronger directivity and

produce the waves with some larger heights at the nearest section of the coast. But in
general, as one can see from Fig. 9, sources M6 and M7 have not got any noticeable dis-
tinctions in tsunami efficiency comparatively with other considered sources. At the
distance more than 200 km, wave heights for all the sources except for M8 are very close
to each other. Source M8 has a more uniform directivity caused only by its ellipticity
and it produces the waves with larger height at long distances from the source.

Basic parameters of tsunami waves generated by eight considered sources are listed
in Table 2. The first two columns contain the values of the maximum and the average wave
heights. The largest waves are produced by source M6; source M8 gives the largest aver-
age value of heights. The third column contains the magnification coefficient 1$, which

is calculated as the ratio of the maximum wave height at the coast to the maximum initial
displacement at the source. Its value is determined by the resonance response of the
bottom relief on the incident waves with a different wave length. For all the sources
except M4, \ is more than 1 and varies from 1.3 to 2.7.

The computed wave heights at the coast allow us to calculate tsunami intensity I
defined by

1;=- + log2hav (9)

where hav is the average inundated height over the part of the coast “where tsunami

activity was significant” (Soloviev, 1972). We took as hav the maximum positive wave

amplutude averaged over the section of the coast of 200 km long and multiplied by the
factor of 1.4, since water rises determined from visual observations are usually 1.4
times as large as those determined from tide gauge records (Soloviev, 1978). The fourth
column of Table 2 contains the values of I calculated by the formula (9). The lowest
value of I equal -2.4 is provided by the strike-slip fault. The other sources have
approximately equal values of I with a difference less than 0.5. It shows that except
for strike-slip earthquakes, the variations of source mechanism slightly affect the
tsunami intensity, which is determined mainly by the strength of a source, that is by its
seismic moment in the framework of the source model used.

The computed wave heights at the coast allow us also to evaluate the tsunami-
magnitude \ of considered sources. This new magnitude scale for tsunamigenic earth-

quakes was original ly suggested by Abe (1979, 1981). For
defined by

where h (in meters) ‘
gauges at least 100
from the observation

the regional events Mt is

‘t
= logh+ logA+5.55 (lo)

s the average of the maximum tsunami amplitudes recorded by the tide
km away from a tsunami source and A (in kilometers) is the distance
point to the earthquake epicenter.

The fifth column of Table 2 contains the conumted values of Abe’s magnitudes. Again
sources M4 and MB give the extreme value of Mti for all the other sou~ces, its values
vary within the limits of 7.4 - 7.6.

Except for source mechanism, the wave heights at the nearest part of the coast is
affected also by the source position on the island slope. This pronounced effect is
illustrated in Fig. 10 presenting the distribution of wave heights along the coast for
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four variants of source position. The waves with the maximum heights at the coast are
generated by the source located witti?n”the fo*e&rc basin at the distance 100-150 km from
the coast. The decrease of wave amplitudes for more distant sources is conditioned by
the geometrical divergence of wave front, for closer sources it is conditioned by the
smaller water depths at the source region and by diminishing the effect of wave amplitude
magnification during the propagation across the inclined shelf.

The insert table in Fig. 10 contains the values of tsunami intensity I and magnitude
Mt for considered variants of the position of the source. Despite the great difference

in the maximum wave heights, the average heights and consequently the value of I vary
The tsunamiinsignificantly.

position of the source. This
between the observation and
value (not less than 100 km).

As mentioned above, the
seismic moment of the source.
for the thrust-type sources

magnitude Mt reveals remarkable-stability in respect to the

stability is the result of taking into, account the distance
source regions in (10) and the limitation of its minimum

wave heights at the coast mainly depend on the size and the
Figure 11 presents the distribution of the tsunami heights

with different seismic moment. The lenqth of fault varies
from 25 up to 300”kJn; its width changes so that the aspect ratio L/W ~emains constant and
equal 2. The fault dislocation Do, increases in proportional to~~, what can be

regarded as rather realistic dependence (Aki, 1972). Under these conditions, the seismic

moment of considered sources varies three orders of its value (from 7.5=1018N”m up to

7.5”1021N”m).As it is seen from Fig. 11, the tsunami amplitudes changes more than 200
times (from 3.2 cm up to 7.6 m). So we can conclude that among other considered source ~
parameters, the seismic moment is the leading parameter for tsunami generation problems.

The insert table in Fig. 11 contains the values of I, Mt and ~ for examined

sources. It is interesting to note that for all the sources the values of magnitudes Mt

and
%

are very close. When Abe’s magnitude scale was established, it was experimentally

adjusted to the moment-magnitude scale ~ defined by Kanamori (1977). One can see that

the conformity of both scales is also provided by our numerical model of generation and
propagation of tsunami.

The relationship between I and ~ obtained by means of these numerical experiments

is plotted in Fig. 12 with the data on tsunami intensity for those tsunamigenic earth-
quakes of 1958-1983 from Kurile-Kamchatka region for which the determination of the
seismic moment was made and consequently the moment-magnitude

%4
is known. As it is

seen, the general trend of obtained theoretical relationship which is expressed by

I = 3.55%- 27.1 (11)

corresponds fairly well to the empirical data.

In conclusion let us briefly formulate the main results of this study.

The generation of tsunamis and their propagation in the basin with the bottom relief
typical for the island arc regions has been discussed on the basis of a simple source
model of an earthquake and linear shallow water theory. There were considered eight
source models presenting the basic types of faulting in the sources of the island earth-



quakes. The distributions of the maximum tsunzqi heights along
and their dependence on source mechanism and some other source
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the coast were calculated
parameters were examined.

It was found that two source models most typical for island arc regions (steep
dip-slip and low-angle thrust) generate tsunamis with practically equal amplitudes,
periods, and phases. Therefore, in tsunami forecasting the events with a thrust-type ‘
mechanism should be considered as tsunami dangerous as dip-slip earthquakes. The use of
source mechanism as an indication of tsunanmigeneity is possible only for the elimination
of strike-slip earthquakes, which are, however, relatively rare in these regions.

Results of numerical model!ing of tsunami generation and propagation showed that
the seismic moment of a source is the main parameter, determining-tsunami intensity at
the coast. The obtained theoretical relationship between tsunami intensity and the
moment-magnitude of a source was found to be in good correspondence with the empirical
data.

Among other considered source models, M6 (Fukao’s model) and M7 (block-type source)
generate the tsunami waves with some greater heights at the nearest part of coast. These
models also have a distinctive feature of their pattern of initial displacements in the
source region (subsidence of its trenchward portion), as obviously took place during the
typical tsunami earthquakes of October 20, 1963, and June 10, 1974, near the Kurile
Islands.

So, sources M6 and M7 can be considered as the most appropriate models of tsunami
earthquakes. However, the increase of wave heights as compared to the other examined
sources is insufficient to explain unusually large tsunami amplitudes with respect to the
surface wave magnitude Ms of tsunami earthquakes. One can assume that the lower rupture
velocity characteristics of the sources of tsunami earthquakes and the location of their
sources at shallow depths within the leading edge of the continental lithosphere con-
sisting of deformable sediments can result in the decrease of seismic energy radiated
within the range of periods of 15-20 see, which is used for the determination of the
surface wave magnitude. Then at the fixed value of seismic moment, we obtain the below-
average value of magnitude and at the same time the increased tsunami amplitudes at the
nearest part of the coast.

In conclusion the authors wish to thank S. L. Soloviev, L. I. Lobkovsky, and
B. V. Baranov for helpful discussions of the results of this study.

.
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Table 1. Basic Parameters of Source Models

,,., .~~;

LW
#oB

D() ~u cd ‘~ ‘() ‘A t

km km m cm cm cm km3 km3 J

Ml Low-Angle Thrust 20° 90° 100 50 2.0 72 21 93 1.8 3.4 6.2

M2 Dip-Slip Fault 110° -90° 100 50 2.0 98 43 141 1.6 4.3 10.0

M3 Dip-Slip with 110° -50° 100 50 2.0 76 33 109 1.3 3.2 6.1
Strike Component

M4 Strike-Slip Fault 90° 0° 100 50 2.0 15 15 30 0.0 0.6 0.2

M5 Combined Source 20° 90° 100 30 2.0 88 33 121 1.8 4.3 9.2
110° -90° 100 20 2.0

M6 Fukao’s Model 20° 90° 100 35 1.8 142 38 180 1.6 4.0 14.8
80° 90° 100 15 2.5

M7 Double Fault 110° -90° 100 30 2.0 91 37 128 1.824.7 11.2
(block-type source) 110° 90° 100 20 2.0

M8 Elliptical Elevation - - - - - 68 0 68 4.04.0 10.0

Table 2. Basic Parameters of Tsunami Waves from Considered Sources

h
max

h- 1
‘t

Ml Low-Angle Thrust

M2 Dip-Slip Fault

M3 Dip-Slip with
Strike Component

M4 Strike-Slip Fault

M5 Combined Source

M6 Fukao’s Model

M7 Double Fault
(block-type source)

M8 Elliptical Elevation

170

180

140

26

195

210

205

185

117

126

100

16

135

125

133

149

1.8

1.3

1.3

0.9

1.6

1.2

1.6

2.7

0.4

0.6 “

0.2

-2.4

0.7

0.4

0.7

0.6

7.6

7.55

7.4

7.1

7.6

7.5

7.6

7.8
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Figure 1. Schematic cross section of the subduction zone in
the Kurile-Kamchatka region (after Lobkovsky, Baranov, 1982).
Arrows represent the directions of possible crustal movements
along the faults.
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Figure Z. Geometry of a fault model.
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Figure 3. Model of the bottm relief of Kurile reg~on.
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Figure 5. Profiles of vertical static displacement due to
eight examined models of sesmic sources.
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Figure 6. Perspective view of bottom displacement patterns
to eight examined models of seismic sources.
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Figure 7. Computed wave forms for source M2 (to the left)
and for source M8 (to the right). Figures in the paren-
thesis mean the position of grid point (in accordance with
Fig. - the wave form was calculated.
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Figure 10. Distribution of eexim~ wave heights along the coastline for source
W? at the different distances f- the coast: 1 - go ~, 2 - 140 ~ 3 - lM ~
4- 230 km. Dependence of the period of maxiMM wave on the distanc~ along the ‘
coast for each source position is shown in the insert ffgure to the right.
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Kurlla-l(amchatkaragion. Solid 11na represents the
thaoretlcal relationship (11).
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BOOK REVIEWS

Numerical Modelinq of Tsunami Waves (CHISLENNOE MODELIROVANIE VOLN TSUNAMI), written by
An. G. Marchuk, L. B. Chubarov, and Iie. I. Shokin, Academy of Science of USSR, Siberian
Branch, Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mathematics. The source was Nauka Press,
Siberian Branch, Novosibirsk 1983. Translated into English for the Los Alamos National
Laboratory from the original Russian by Leo Kanner Associates, Redwood City, California
94063, in August 1985. Distribution limited to U.S. Government Agencies and their con-
tractors. Others should contact Leo Kanner Associates directly.

This monograph describes the numerical modelling of the tsunamis by using finite
difference methods. A comprehensive set of programs has been developed on the basis of
the finite-difference algorithms of the linear and nonlinear shallow water approximation.
They are described in detail in this book and used to carry out calculations of tsunamis
from the source of origin to the shoreline. The results of the numerical modelling of
the Shi$kotan tsunami of 1973 are described.

The book is aimed at scientists who are interested in the study of wave processes in
a liquid by using the methods of computational mathematics.

The book has 103 illustrations, 8 tables, and 151 references.

TSUNAMI, written by Crawford Kilian and published by Bantam Books,New York, New York,
-1984, 218 piiges. Reviewed by William Mansfield Adams

You will love reading this novel --if you have a morbid fascination for disasters and
little knowledge of their physics. The book begins with a submersible being trapped in a
turbidity current and almost ends in a submersible. Along the way, a submersible is used
to sink a Navy cruiser. Even prior to the start, the world has presumably been sub-
jected to extremely strong solar flares, reducing the ozone layer with burning conse-
quences--such as mi~lignant melanoma and photophthalmia (yes, you do need a medical dic-
tionary handy, even if you are a physician).

The tsunamiolc)gists will be most fascinated by an earthquake in Antarctica so large
that the resulting tsunami passing under the Golden Gate Bridge is . ..well over 50
meters high. ..” Fortunatley, “It was just beginning to break as it struck the Marin
shore. ..” because The heroine “.. watched the shock wave moving towards her at the speed
of sound,. ..” Her scientific training is barely evident as she mutters, “The bugger is
going to seiche. ” As for the wave velocity, try one hundred kilometers per hour along
the San Francisco waterfront, with “... stones and mud hydraulically blasted from Treasure
Island. ” And the north tower of the Golden Gate Bridge collapses. The clincher is that
the “.. .seiches in the bay were scouring out the landfill. ..”

In this book, the warning of the tsunami is issued from Hilo (so nowwe know where
the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center is being moved to!). The remainder of the book makes
sense if you will but imagine that all of the conterminous United States EXCEPT for
California has slipped into the ocean. This is because all activities are at locations
along the Pacific Coast--Vancouver, San Francisco, Monterey Bay, Carmel, and Southern
California.

Just to keep the plot credible, a local earthquake occurs. And despite the pot-
pourri of disasters and resulting crises, an embryonic research project on bacterial
production of methane is accelerated and successfully brought on line!

The social “response is akin to “Lord of the Flies” being role-played by big boys.
While, however, illustrating the additional adage that “Power and wisdom are mutually
exclusive attributes of a human being.” But the allegorical aspects are subservient to
the action. Indeed, this book must have been written with the expectations of becoming a
movie; certainly it is not suitable for teaching the physics of natural hazards. For
the layman, this bc~ok may be morbidly entertaining; for the scientist, it is totally
hilarious.
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THE ALASKA TSUNAMI WARNING CENTER’S
RESPONSIBILITIES AND OPERATIONS

Thomas J. Sokolowski

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Heather Service

Alaska Tsunami Uarning Centers Palmer~ Alaska~ USA

ABSTRACT

The Alaska Tsunami Uarning Center was established in 1967 to
provide timely tsunami watches and warnings to Alaska for
Alaskan tsunamiqenic ●vents. Since the initial inception to
the prese?nt time~ many changes have occurred in areass such as:
responsibi lity~ data networks~ technique developments~
operational procedures, and community preparedness. The watch
and warning re=pansibilities have increased to include the west
coasts of Canada and the United States. Seismic and tide data
networks have been enlarged to enhance the accuracy of
earthquake locations and sizings and for confirming the
existence of a tsunami . New procedures are continually being
implemented at the ATklC~ using advanced techniques and mini and
micro computer systems~ for processing data and disseminating
information. In addition to advancing the ATWC’S operational
capabilities~ community preparedness ●ffor t= continue to aid
those individuals who may be caught in the immediate vicinity
of a violent earthquake and its subsequent tsunami.
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The Alaska Regional T%unam i Warning System (ARTWS ) was

established as the result of the great earthquake occurring in
the Prince William Sourtd area of Ala=ka on March 27> 1964.
This event alerted State and Federal officials to the need for
a facility to provide timely and effective earthquake and
tsunami information for ~laska and the northern Pacific. The
city of Palm~r~ located 40 miles north of finchorage~ was
selected as) the site for a primary observatory. Two other
observatories> located at Sitka and Adak$ were incorporated
into the system. An extensive telecommunication and data
telemetry network was established in 1967 and the ARTWS became
op~rational . Initially> the tsunami watch and warning
responsibi lity for Alaska wa5 shared by the three
observatories. The responsibilities of Adak and Sitka were to
issue a tsunami warning if an event were to occur within 300

miles of ~!ach ~ocation, In later years$ the responsibility to

provide tsunami warning services ‘for Alaska was transferred

from the Adak and Sitka Observatories to the Palmer
Clbservatory. In 1973J the Palmer Observatory was transferred
to the Nlational Weather Service’s Alaska Regions and

subsequent ly> renamed the fllaska Tsunami Warning Center
(ATWC) . In 1982, the responsibility for issuing tsunami

watches ancl warnings to the U.S. west coast and Canada> for
earthquakes occurring in those areas) was transferred to the

ATWC . Frctm the inception of this system to the present times
many operational changes have taken place and are discussed in
this paper.

Missions

The primary mission of the ATWC is detecting and locating major
earthquakes (events)> and if they are potentially tsunamigenic,
providing tfsunami watches and warnings for Alaska? California~
Oregon? Was13ington3 and British Columbia in Canada$ for events
that occur in those regions. For non-tsunamigenic events~ or
ones outside of those regionsg the event’s parameters and other
associated information are immediately disseminated to the
Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) 9 National Earthquake
Information Center (NEIC)> and other appropriate agencies.
This service is provided on a 24 hour basis) for each day of
the year ~ by two du”ty personnel. During those times that the
Center is not manned) the duty personnel are in a paid standby
status. T() ensure a rapid response to events occurring at
night and c)n weekends~ all personnel are required to live and
remain within 5 minutes travel time to the Center. They are
notified of the occurrence of an eventY or irregularities in
the Center’% operations~ by a radio-alarm system that can be
activated by eight separate devices.
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In addition to performing the primary mission$ the 9TWC

personnel processy archive? and disseminate collected data;
participate in fulfilling cooperative agreements; and~ conduct
advanced technique’ and equipment developments to improve the
present system. The improvements involve both the reactive and
predictive areas of the ATWC operational system. The reactive
part concern:s the reduction of response time between the
occurrence O<F a tsunamigenic event and the issuance of a
tsunami warning to people in the affected areas. In

particular this part seeks improvements in procedure
modifications, present scientific methods used and development
of advanced methods; advanced equipment and instruments;

present and new software development and/or modifications; and~
personnel performance. The predictive part involves both
in-house and cooperative work efforts with other experts andior
agencies concerning areas ~ such as> tsunamigenic earthquakes
and zonesg i~nd tsunami formation> propagation> run-up~ and
interaction with coastal shores.

The ATWC ha!~ both formal and informal cooperative agreements
with many agencies and institutions. The agreements concern
telemetry of seismic and tide data; seismic and tide site

instal lations’; cooperative technique and equipment
developments; communications; equipment maintenance; and the

exchange! reduction$ and analysis of data. Some of these

agreements involve daily collecting~ proce~sing~ archiving~ and
disseminating data and r~cords~ to appropriate agencie%.
Additionally develocorder data from the ATWC network are
archived at the /JTWCJ and made available to visiting scientists
to assist them in their work projects.

Seismic and Tide Networks

The ATWC is a large geophysical data acquisition Center which
consists of !3 subnetworks owned and maintained by the ATWCS
Us. Geological Survey at Menlo Park (USGS-MENLO ), NEICS
University of Alaska> and PTWC in Hawaii. These networks
utilize more than 10,000 terrestrial miles of dedicated
circuits to record and monitor approximately 120 analog seismic
data traces in one common location at Palmer.
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Fig. 1. A map showing seismic site locations in the U.S. that
are telemetered to the ATWC in real-time.
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The RTWC’S seismic network> which extends throughout Alaska, is
telemetered by satellite and microwave with very little
interruption of data flaw from the remote site5. Figure 1
shows the geographical loc&’tion of the present ATWC network$
and some site locations from the NEIC’S network in the

conterminous U.S. and PTWC’S network in Hawaii. Not shown are
approximately 80 seismic si tes that telemeter data to the
Center and belong to the University of Alaska and the
USGS–MENLO. The ATWC ‘S sites are visited each year for
preventive maintenance> and as soon as possible) after
equipment failure.

Tide data are available to the ATWC from subnetworks that are
owned and maintained by NOAA’s National Ocean Survey (NOS) and
Canada. Figure 2 shows tide site locations near the coastal
areas of filaska and the west coasts of Canada and the U.S.
Through a cooperative agreement with the N(.3S, the ATWC has
equipment at each of the NOS sites in Alaska for telemetering
data to the Center in real-time. Visitations to these sites~
by personnel from the NOS and ATWCs are coordinated to minimize
cost and maximize aid to each other . Data, from the tide
si tes near the west coasts of the U.S. and Canada~ are not
telemetered to the ATWC in real-timeY and are obtained via
teletypewriter> telephone> and the National Warning System.

All of the seismic and tide data~ telemetered to and recorded
at the ATWC, are monitored daily to ensure a continuous flow of
data for conducting an earthquake/tsunami investigation.

7
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Fig. 2. A {map showing the telemetered tide site locations near
the coastal areas of Alaska and the west coasts of Canada and
the United States.
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Radio-Alarm Svstem
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The Center’s personnel are alerted to large ~~events~ or
equipment failure? by a radio-alarm system (RAS) which is
connected to detectors that monitor incoming seismic data> a
telephone system 9 and an uninterruptible power system (UPS).
For events ~ six detectors continuously monitor both short and
long per iod data from Palmer, #ldak, Sand Point? and Sitka in
AlaskaS and Jamestown in California. The long period detector
has its minimum threshold set for an event of magnitude 6.5 at
a distance of 80 degrees (S889 km). The short per iod
thresholds f~r local events~ are set for a magnitude 6.0 at a
distance of 8 degrees (e89 km). Smaller magnitude earthquakes
can activate the RAS if an event occurs near a site whose data
are being monitored by a detector. Furthermore the
distribution of sites~ that are monitored by detectors~ permit
multiple activations of the RAS for large events~ thus ensuring
notification ‘that an event has occurred.

The Center’s R/V3 can also be activated by dialing a special
telephone number and by the failure of the UPS. Normally, for
a commercial power faiLure~ the UPS system and generator are
automatically activated which results in no power 10ss or
surges to thw equipment. The RAS would be activated if the UPS
or generator ~Failed> or the equipment became overheated.

During those t imes that the station is unmanned~ the RAS will
activate a 1arms in the duty personnel’s residences? as well as
each person’:s VHF pocket-voice receiver .- To ensure this
station coverage~ the following equipment is used to activate
the Center’s radio-alarm system: leased telephone lines from
the office Iko each employee’s residence; commercial automatic
phone answering and recording devices; VHF transmitter with
high gain omni-directional antennae; and ~ VHF pocket-voice

receivers. For an event or equipment failure> the R8S will
cause the telephone to ring continuously via the office
switchboard/ leased telephone lines s and simultaneously a
continuous high pitched signal is emitted by the VHF

pocket-voice receivers. When the unlisted number is dialed~
the RAS will. ring the telephone bell and a device answers and
records the message(s). The caller’s message is transmitted by
the R(M3 to the VHF pocket-voice receivers? thus permitting the
duty personnel to listen to the caller. This provides them
with immediate knowledge of the caller and the urgency of the

situation.

This system 9 which has .been evolutionary over the years?
provides totakl coverage even when the duty personnel are
between the Center and their residences. The VHF system

functions as both a primary alarm system and as a-n excellent
backup to the leased line telephone system.

..
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Earthauake)Tsunami InvestiQ&$iu& ‘

Events that activate the ATWC’S RAS necessarily initiate an
earthquakeltsunami investigation (ET) which includes locating
and sizing the event ~ and culminates in processing the event
routinely or in the issuance of a watch/warning (WW). During
the past 17 years? the ATWC ‘S personnel have conducted an
average of 12.3 ET’s per month. Figure 3 shows a block diagram
of an ET when the office is not manned~ e.g. at night.

IPRE?ARE!+!SSACF!FOR
DISS~lXAT1OX VIA

NA&+s ‘ WAS I

Fig. 3. A block diagram showing

the procedural steps in

conducting an earthquake

tsunami investigation.

An event’s location and size are always the first actions to be
taken for any ET which dictates whether the event will be

processed in a routine manner or as a WW. Unfortunately> there

is no single device> sites or method that would accurately~
cansistently~ and rapidly size any local> regional> or

teleseismic event . Therefore! as shown in the ET diagram>

several accepted and appropriate magnitude determining methods

are used t(D complete an ET. Event size determinations have
been ~ and are being developed to enhance procedural responses
in this area (Sindorf~ 1972> 1974)=

Appropriate tsunami and/or earthquake information which results
from an ET are immediately provided to: Alaska Division of

Emergency Services; Alaska Air Command; NEIC; pTWC; USGS-MENLO;
Japan Meteorological agencys Tokyo ; USGS Observatory? Guam;

Royal Observatory J Hong Kong; news media; and to many other

recipients including both State and Federal disaster

preparedness agencies and military bases ~ and appropriate
agencies in Canada.



A WW is i!s=ued by the ATWC when the magnitude of an event has
exceeded a predetermined magnitude threshold, and the event’s
location ir% near a coastal areag from Kamchatka through
southern California. The threshold magnitude for issuing a WW
to ~laska~ for events in fllaska~ is 6.75. The threshold for
events near Kamchatka or near the west coasts of the U.S. and
British Columbia is 7.5. When an event’s magnitude has
exceeded an area’s thres.hold~ a limited geographical area is
placed in a warning 5tatu5. Other geographical areas, outside
the war ned area ~ are placed in a watch status. A warned area
includes thalse places that are within about 3 hours of water
wave travel time from the epicenter.

fifter the initiation of a WW~ tide site’s data that are nearest
the epicenter are monitored for the existence of a tsunami.
Upon confirmation that a tsunami has been generated~ the
previously designated watch areas are upgraded to a warning-
and the information is communicated to the recipients. Event’s
that are smal 1 er than thresholds and important to Alaska, are
processed on a routine basis and the information disseminated
to appropriate officials.

The main methods for disseminating emergency and rout ine
information (Us. Department of Commerce, 19H4) are by the
National Warning System (NAWAS), Alaska Warning System (AKWAS),
commercial telephones Alaska Division of Emergency Services,
VHF radio s>ystem~ Federal and Military teletypewriter systems,
VHF Weather Radios HF Marine Weather Radios Emergency Broadcast
System (EBS) through the National Weather Service> and EBS and
HF via the Coast Guard. The NAWAS, a voice disseminating
system? is the primary one used to alert disaster officials in
the U.S. and Canada of large events. The AKWAS~ which is the
State side O-F NAWAS~ permits immediate voice communication with
Alaska disas’ter officials. A teletypewriter system is a

secondary m~~ans of disseminating the information wh ich

immediately follows the voice communicated messages.

Communitv Prel~aredness

The ability of any warning system to successfully 5ave lives

and reduce property damage depends upon getting the information

to the public and getting them to respond to the emergency.

The ATNC cooperates with the Alaska Department of Emergency

Services and many other hazard officials on the west coasts of

the U.S. and Canada and the far western Aleutian 1s. to

maximize the effectiveness of the community preparedness

efforts. The main purpose of this program is to educate the

public to help themselves if they are caught in the middle of a

violent earthquake and/or tsunami. Additionally~ the Pro9ram

involves the gathering of information concerning each

community’s preparedness procedures and their potential tsunami

hazard (Carte> 1984). To each community> the Pr09ram Pr@SentS
a detailed briefing of the TWS* S@iSmicitY Of their areas past

historical earthquake/tsunami damages and estimates of what

might happen if an earthquake/tsunami were to occur. The

presentations use slides~ movies~ brochures and other

materials concerning the effects of earthquakes and tsunamis.
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Fig. 4.
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Al 1 professional staff members are involved in the preparedness
program which includes visits to distant out-lying coastal
communities from Ketchikan to Dutch Harbor and to coastal and
other local group facilities and schools that are within

commuting distance of the ATWC. Als.o$ presentations are given
to hazard b,fficials wh O are responsible for the far western
Aleutian Is. and the west coasts of the U.S. and Canada. These
areas are s~hown in Figure 4. In addition to the outside
presentations}$ the ATWC facilities are opened to the public
each Friday from 1 to 3 in the afternoon for local and other
visitors.

The darkenecl areas in Figure 4 are ones that are visited by the
ATWC personnel~ either yearly or biennially> depending upon
available resources. Frequent visitations are made to those
areas that are within reasonable driving distance from the
Center. Visitations to out–lying communities are made in
alternating years. GroupsS such as schools> are encouraged to
video tape the ATWC presentations for later use. The stippled
areas are c)nes where the ATWC cooperates with andior assists
hazard officials who are responsible for community preparedness
in those areas.

ATWC Micro Computer Developments

The ATWC is continually improving its operations as a result of
advancements in equipment and technique developments. In the
last two yearss the ATWC has integrated an automatic earthquake
processing system (Sokolowski et al.$ 1983) into the
operational procedures. An advancement of this system
initiative has been introduced by the ATWC, and involves the
use of severial micro computer systems.

During the past year J the ATWC has conducted a feasibility

study to determine the potential for integrating micro

computers into the operations of the ATWC . This study has
shown that the interactive processes of locating earthquakes?

generating messagess and processing routine day-to-day tasks

can be done by a micro computer . The test micro can

interactively accept data from 32 seismic sites to rapidly

compute an event’s parameters. It can also produce computer

generated messages for dissemination via the NAWRS and

teletypewriter systems.

AS a result of this feasibility study~ the ATWC has introduced
a micro computer system concept to integrate a distributed

network of micro computers into the ATWC operations. Figure 5

shows a bl~ck diagram of the micro system and gives an outline

of their functions. This concept envisions three micro systems

(Sokolowski ~ 198!5) that are physically distributed in the

Center to {maximize aid for the personnel> thus minimizing the

response t ime between the occurrence of an event and the

dissemination of critical information to the TMS recipients.

The concept is evolutionary in that future tasks and additional
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micro systems can be integrated into the ATWC operations to
enhance both the reactive and predictive parts of the
operation. The micro systems are intended to communicate with
each other J or function independently> to perform the
operational tasks. This concept includes concurrent real-time
and interactive processing in addition to obtaining and
processing tide data in near real-time.

The first micro (Microl) will be dedicated to detecting events
and storing their associated data~ and automatically computing
the event’s parameters. The seismic data will be selected from
the network of sites that are available to the ATWC. The
incoming data will be digitized> analyzed and processed in a
similar manner to the existing mini computeti system (Sokolowski
et al.> 1983 )- Appropriate data, stored by the Microl
processes, WOU 1d be made available to tlicro2 and Micro3 for
concurrent interactive processing.

Micro2 would be used to interactively compute an event’s

parameters using data that are passed to it from MicrolS or

manually read from the ATklC’s helicorders and/or

develocorder!%. The amount of interactive data? collected for
processing, are dependent upon the event’s size and location

wh ich normally dictate procedural expediency. This micro will

also be used to interactively generate the messages for

disseminating earthquakeitsunami information.

Micro3 will be used for processing tide data from sites that do
not telemeter data to the ATWC in real-time. The first efforts

will be to obtain data~ in near real-time> from the west coast
tide si tes for analysis and processing at the ATWC. This will

considerably enhance the ATWC’S present procedures for

obtaining tsunami confirmation from tide sites along the west

coast. This micro will also be used for concurrent earthquake
processing and message dissemination. Depending upon the

ability of Microl to perform real-time processes~ Micro3 could
also serve as an aid to the Microl system in this area.

Conclusion

The ATWC continues to improve both the reactive and predictive
areas of its operations to enhance the timeliness? quality? and
quantity of data and information that are disseminated to the

TWS recipients. The reactive area continues to examine and

enhance the response time between the occurrence of an

earthquake and the initial dissemination of critical warning

information with regard to: procedure modifications; present

scientific methods used ~ plus development of new methods and
procedures; additional equipment requirements; present and new

software cjevelopment and/or modifications; and s personnel

performance<. In-house and cooperative work efforts with other

agencies and individuals? continue to address the predictive

areas. This concerns problems related to tsunamigenic

earthquakes and zones9 and tsunami formation> propagations

run-ups and interaction with coastal shores. The integration

of micro computer systems into the operations provides



cons iderab le future potential for enhancing both the reactive

and predictive areasP and thus the services to the TMS

recipients. Getting the public to respond to disseminated

earthquake/tsunami information is a vital part of the ATWC

efforts and necessitates an educational community preparedness
program. This program covers selected areas in 1arge

geographical! areass and in cooperation with other agencies and

hazard officials.
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NEEDS AND DEVELOPMENTS IN TSUNAMI MONITORING*

George D. Curtis and William M. Adams
University of Hawaii

Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

More and better data on tsunami characteristics and effects in various
locations--deep-water, coastal, and inundated areas--are needed to:

(1) better define zoning and structural codesin orderto mitigatethe hazards
of tsunamis. (2) refine the definitionof theevacuationareas,and (3)improve
warning systems. In Hawaii, this problem is being approached in several ways--
development of a deployable pressure gauge suitable for real-time field use in
shallow depths offshore from terminal areas; development of a sophisticated
seismic trigger system for local earthquakes; extensive photographic methods for
real-time recording of a tsunami; and in situ’ procedures for personnel to
perform post-event run-up measurements and related field observations. In this
presentation, each of these approaches is described and the possibility of
application to small , non-damaging tsunamis is examined. The source mechanism
for such tsunamis is assumed to be similar to that of large tsunamis; however,
this assumption recpires investigation.

*Joint Institute fc}rMarine and Atmospheric Research Contribution
No. 85-0100;

Hawaii Institute of Geophysics Contribution No. 1655.
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OBJECTIVES AS EUDS OF THE MEANS

The gathering of data is a means to ends.. Here we discu~s some important
features of these end object ives -- the efficient monitoring of tsunamis. We
first consider the zoning of coastal areas for insurance and building code
purposes: then we-apply and extend the concepts for zoning to. evacuation during
a tsunami alert or warning. Finally, we consider the improvements possible in a
tsunami warning system and in civil defense actions, with additional andfor
improved data.

Insurance Zoning: About ten years ago, a federal program for flood insurance
was initiated. The inundation of a tsunami is categorized as flooding and hence
is included in that program: The delineation of the statistically expected 100-
year inundation’ requires an awareness of the acceptance of a risk. In the
analogous river situation, &y yearB of good statistics usually are available
to provide valid 10-and 100-year probabilities; in the case of tsunamis, data
are sparse and imperfect, but a line had to be dr”awn. Such quantification of
risk and recognition of the various trade-offs made versus risk greatly aid in
objectifying the making of decieions. A typical Federal Flood Insurance Rate
Map (FIRM) is shown in figure 1. (It should be noted that these maps also
include river and stream flooding).

Evacuation Zoning: One type of zone of intense interest is the zone (or zones)
of evacuation, in which officials or the police endeavor to assure that a
maximum number of the populace are removed before the first tsunami wave
arrives. Again, as in the insurance program, there are many trade-offs. For
example, to take an historical approach, in Hawaii the first proposed evacuation
zones were the envelope of the historical inundations (Cox, 1961; Adams, 1968).
From observations and study of the behavior of coastal residents (Havighurst,
1967), it later seemed appropriate to use standard statistics and consider the
“expected”- tsunami inundation (Adams, 1970). Further following statistical
procedures, the introduction of ‘conditional expected tsunami inundation” (CETI)
seemed desirable for real-time operations, as the prediction could be improved
by recognizing that certain information such as the source region would be known
in real time (Mares, 1973). In figure 2 we see the evacuation zones for Kahuku,
Oahu, Hawaii: first the zone using Cox”e criteria (1961) and second, that zone
as expanded inland by Civil Defense to well-known cultural boundaries, and
finally the conditional expected tsunami runup heights, conditional upon the
tsunami magnitude and source direction (Adams, 1973). Note that the objective
is not to reduce the area (or volupe) being evacuated, but rather to minimize
the loss of life. This goal can be achieved indirectly by establishment of an
evacuation =ne that will elicit maximum cooperation from coastal residente.
The variation in expected inundation clearly will have a.significant effect on
the evacuation zone.

A significant factor in the problem of evacuation is the general increase
in population density in coastal areas in recent ‘years. In the State of Hawaii,
for example, the population has increased 58% since the last’evacuation in 1966.
Much of this increase has been along the shorelines. For the area shown in the
figures, the percentage is much higher. Thus there is a large populace living
in the present evacuation zones who have never experienced a tsunami warning,
and who will be shepherded to safety along limited routes by authorities most of
whom also have not experienced am evacuation. To prevent confusion - “people
stumbling over each other” and thus reduction of everyone-s chances of survival

..



- it is essential to delimit the evacuation areas by careful, quantitative
planning.

From such studies of estimating suitable evacuation zones, scientists are
developing the ability to provide to policy makers and public officials a multi-
level zoning (Adams, 1976). Thus one boundary may be used if the source is

known to be in the Aleutians, another if the source is in Chile. And such a
boundary may be further refined to represent knowledge of the source tsunami
magnitude. See, for example, figure 2 which gives the conditional expected
inundation (runup heights) dependent upon (a) the source region and (b) the
magnitude of the tsunami (using the logarithmic scale of Adams (1973)). The
evacuation zone may be a volume instead of an area. This is appropriate when
high-rise buildings in the inundation zone (Hawaiian Telephone Co., Oahu
Directory, 1985)havebeendeterminedby engineersas certainto survivethe
expectedtsunamiinundation.

Clearly, more and better data on tsunami effects will add to the capability
of scientists to predict tsunami inundationmore accurately and will also add to
the confidence level placed on more limited evacuation zones. Some of the means

to achieve this end are discussed later.

The utility alf additional data, especially in hazard areas, is well
illustrated by the procedures used by Houston, Carver, and Markle (1977) and the
subsequent manual for tsunami hazard mapping. In many areas of the Hawaiian
Islands extensive interpolation had to be done to “synthesize” run-up factors

for 100-year flood contours. The run-up factors for those areas have a
significant variance associated with them. The run-up factors have not been
validated but the computer model generates numbers and the numbers are used as
facts, often erroneously (Adams, 1984).

Warning Systems: Any warning system usually benefits from additional
information. It has been recommended Pararas-Caryannis and Bernard (1979), but
not yet formally implemented, that satellite-transmitted tide data be provided
from critical locations upon request by the Tsunami Warning Centers. Addition

of sea-level data from stations established for other purposes shows promise.
However, a prompt processing capability is necessary to assure that such
information is contributing positively to the decision-making and not saturating
the analysis procedures. Such decision-making (Adams, 1966; Cox, 1979) can be

considered to be the reduction of many numbers to a few--the avowed objective of
statistics. It is important in any such decision-making process that the
backward. trail of information be known. That is, the dependence of the final

conclusion upon e!ach step along the way should be demonstrable. In analogy to

such tracking in accounting procedures, the decision making must be “auditable.”
The testing of the decision-making process may be done by using “scenarios”,
e.g., assuming a tsunami-genie source in some seismic gap region and proceeding
through a role-playing “game.” By using multiple runs with various decision
makers, the sensitivity of the processing can be estimated.

DATA GATHERING AS A MEANS

We will consider the present state-of-the-art of gathering tsunami data by
going from the land to the coast and then from the coastal zone to the water.
Because of the rarity of tsunamis, the development of computer-aided decision-
making by local officials seemed appropriate (Adams, 1979) and was implemented
with then-current technology. A view of the tsunami seismic switch that was
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evolved is shown in figure 3. Now it is possible to improve such
instrumentation by using various features of the electronics evolved during the
past decade (Adams and Curtis, 1984). In particular, the objective of recording
should be added to the original objective of alarming, as discussed in the above
cited paper and related unpublished proposal.

Concurrent with the tsunami arrival at selected coastal areas, image-
monitoring by trained observers and over-flights by airplanes carrying
photographers have been arranged (Curtis, 1982a). These efforts are
supplemented by post-event measurements of run-up made by trained personnel
previously trained in such procedures. A teaching procedure for such persons
was developed by Curtis (1982b) and was conducted in 1983 and 1984. See figure
4.

As tsunamis do not always cooperate by arriving in the coastal areas during
the daylight hours, it is necessary to supplement such field efforts with
instrumentation t’hatcan capture data during the night. A real-time deployable,
in-situ pressure recorder has been designed and prototypes constructed (Curtis,
1983). This gauge has dual range capability, obtained by simple manual pre-set.
A view of the prototype is shown in figure 5 and a block diagram in figure 6.
The amplitude res]ponse of this instrument is calibrated by using observations of
the tide. If suclh an instrument is produced in large numbers, the cost can be
low; the high reliability is achieved by having no moving parts in the recorder
(Curtis and Loomis, 1979/1982; Curtis, 1982b).

The productivity of the data gathering can be enhanced by developing the
ability to observe smaller, non-destructive tsunamis, as emphasized by Van Dorn
(1960, 1963) and others (Snodgrass, et al., 1958). The additional data thus
obtained should significantly reduce the variance of the estimates that must be
made in real-time warning systems. However, as indicated by Adams (1978), it is
possible that the mechanisms of such tsunamigenic earthquakes may differ and
this possibility should be incorporated into the procedures for inclusion of
such additional data into the decision-making process. Adams (1978) has shown

that the mechanism of a “super-tsunami” such as the 1896 and 1933 northeastern
Honshu events is probably different, as indicated by their greater generation
efficiency. However, large, medium, and small tsunamis are usually assumed to
have tectonically similar source mechanisms.

Congruent with this recognition of the potential benefits of observing non-
damaging tsunamis is the need for categorizing such events. This would improve
communication as does any working vocabulary (Adams and Nakashizuka, 1985).
Thus we suggest the following terminology:
Tsunami (generic): having a wave of more than two meters peak to trough,
observed, or normalized to, one thousand kilometers from the source area.

Mini Tsunami: having a normalized wave of less than two meters but more than
two decimeters peak to trough observed.

Micro Tsunami: having a normalized wave of less than two decimeters but more
than two centimeters peak to trough.
Comments on these suggestions would be appreciated.
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Figure 1. Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM).
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Figure 2 ~ Various tsunami zonations far Kahuku; the Technical Hazard Contour
(Cox, 1961); as modified by Hawaii Civil Defense Office (Telephone
Book, Hawaiian Telephone: 1984); Expected Run-up Heights at 6elected
locations, conditional upon a sour e of tsunami magnitude 4 and known

?quadrantal direction (Adams, 1973).
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31- Photo, Tsunami Seismic Switch.

Figure 4

Photo, Post-Event Run-up Class at an Oahu Beach. Third person
right is using hand level to measure Increment of run-up.

Figure 5 - Phc~to, Prototype Deployable Tsunami Gauge.
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DIMENSION AND LENGTH OF AN IRREGULAR COASTLINE:
APPLICATION TO THE ST. LAWRENCE ESTUARY
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ABSTRACT

The concept of fractal dimension is used here to express quantitatively the

irregularity of the coastal stretches along the north and south shores of the upper and
lower parts of the St. Lawrence estuary. It has been shown that the north shore of the
lower estuary is the most irregular, whereas the south shore of the lower estuary is
the least irregular. A detailed examination of the topographic maps confirms this
result . A classification such as this is useful for planning construction of

engineering structures designed for coastal protection from such natural hazards as
tsunamis, storm surges and erosion.
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INTRODUCTION

Unpublished work by L.F. Richardson (mentioned in Orford and Whalley, 1983) on the
measurement of the length of the coastline of the United Kingdom revealed a paradox,
later referred to as the Steinhaus paradox (Steinhaus, 1954). This “paradox states
that, the smaller the unit of measurement, the longer is the apparent perimeter length
of the coastline. Mandelbrot (1977) developed the concept of fractal dimension to
accurately characterize lines and non-euclidian surfaces. The fractal dimension D is
given by

D=l-B (1)

where B is the slope of the best fitting,linear regression of the graph between the
measurement unit of length and the total length of the coastline, both expressed in the
logarithmic form. Note that increasing valuee of D correlate with increasing
irregularity of a given coastline.

This concept of fractal dimension is applied here to examine the coastline length
of the St. Lawrence estuary. Such specifications of coastline lengths and
irregularities are useful in many practical engineering applications, as well as
problems dealing with tsunamis, storm surges, wind waves, coastal erosion and ice
ride-up phenomenofl.

COMPUTATION OF FRACTAL DIMENSION
c

Figure 1 shows the geography of the St. Lawrence estuary. Note that here we
examined separately the lengths of the south shore and north shore of both upper and
lower parts of the estuary separately. The unit of measurement (~) varied from 37.1
to 0.9 h; in table 1 we used 0.5 and 0.2 lo.ufor the upper estuary. Table 1 lists the
lengths of these four sections of the coastline for different values of ~. The
coastline lengths differ slightly when they are meaeured in an upstream or downstream
direction, even using the same unit of measurement length. For this reason average
values of the upstream - and downstream - direction measurements are used to compute
the fractal dimension

Figure 2 shows
versus length of the
case, the regression

the plots of the unit of measurement length ~ on the abcissa
coastline Lt for the four stretches identified earlier. In each
equation between ~ and Lt is also shown above each graph.

RESULTS

The fractal dimension D is a quantitative expression of the irregularity of a
coastline. Higher values of D (1.O<D< 2,0) correspond to greater irregularity of a
coastline. Thus the concept of the fractal dimension helps us to compare the
irregularity of coastlines .in a quantitative manner.

Table 2 summarizes the results obtained in the present study. An examination of
the values of the fractal dimension D shows that, out of the four coastline stretches
studied here, the north shore of the lower estuary is the most irregular and the south
shore of the lower estuary is the least irregular. If we exmnine the south and north
shore separately, we recognize that for the south shore, the upper estuary’s coastline
is more” irregular than the lower estuary’s coastline. On the other hand, for the north
shore, the coastline of the lower estuary is more irregular than the coastline of the
upper estuary. Ccunparison of columns 3 and 6 in Table 2 shows that the relative
ranking of the D values agrees with the relative ranking of the Ltg/Lts. An

examination of the detailed topographic maps of the St. Lawrence estuary confirms that,
,,

,.



indeed out of the four coastline stretches considered here, the north shore

lower estuary is the most irregular and the south shore of the lower estuary
leaat irregular.

●

of the
is the

CONCLUSIONS

The use of fractal dimension D gives us a technique of specifying the irregularity
of a coastline in a quantitative manner. The fractal dimension is given by (l-B),

where B is the slope of the best fitting linear regression of the graph between the

measurement unit of length and the total length of the coastline, both expressed in the
logarithmic form.
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Table 1. Apparent total length (Lt) of the .gouih” and north shores for both upper and lowe’r parts of

the St. Lawrence estuary when measured by the unit length (~]. Al 1 mssurewnts am in km.

Unit length
(Lu)

10.0

7.5

6.0

5.0

4.0

3.0

2.s

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

0.2

Upper estuary

north shore
A* D*● Ave rag{

—
w

154 151 .$53

151 152 152

153 153 153

155 156 156

153 155 154

157 159 158

160 158 159

160 158 159

164 164 164

167 165 166

172 170 171

170 179 179

south shore
A’ B“* Avaral

152 151 152

152 152 152

153 153 153

154 154 154

155 155 155

155 157 156

15s 158 158

159 159 159

160 162 i61

165 167 166

172 173 173

183 183 183

● A : upstream direction
● * B : downstream direction—————.

Table 2. Sum@ry of the results.

Shoreline

*Uth shore
of upper
estuaxy

South shorn
of lower
est. uaty

North shore
of upper
estuary

North shore
of lower
estuary

slopsof
the curve

B

-0.049

-0.020

-0.044

-0.105

Fractal
dimension

D = 1-B

1.049

1.020

1.044

1.105

Lawer estuary.

37.1 226

18.5 230

16.7 234

14.8 235

13.0 234

11.1 245

9.3 247

7.4 248

5.6 258

4.6 274

3.7 273

2.8 280

226 226

234 232

237 235

232 234

232 233

245 245

244 245

247 248

258 258

264 269

276 275

200 280

1.9 296 301 298

0.9 324 324 324

R%LX’Ii!e%
km when using the
smallest value of
unit length (LJ

183

240

179

324

mgth (~s) of the coast-
Ine in km when using the
argest value of unit
ength (LJ

151

222

153

226

SOUth shore
A* B’ ● Average

(%1

222

222

222

222

222

222

222

225

225

223

226

226

235

240

222

222

222

222

224

222

224

225

225

226

228

229

234

240

222

222

222

222

223

222

223

225

225

225

227

22B

235

240

tatio of ~gj~s showing the
/ariation in the coastline
Length with the unit of measu-
rement

1.21

1.08

1.17

1.40

--



A WORKING VOCABULARY FOR TSUNAMI STUDY*

William Mansfield Adams
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ABSTRACT

The study of tsunamis has now progressed to such an
extent that tsunamiologlsts need a working vocabulary. This
article is an effort to aid the inductive evolution of such a
vocabulary by a deductive extension. Not only are such
conventional words as “run-up” given definitive definitions,
but incipient jargon, such as ‘tsunamicity,” are provided
provisional definitions. Of course, some important terms,
e.g., ‘tsunami magnitude”, must be defined in each publication,
either by reference to previous articles or by assignment of
another unique definition. To a ❑ inor extent, Incomplete
translations prompt this explicit vocabularization.
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INTRODUCTION

Let us consider those words in the English language
presently used to discuss the phenomenon of a tsunami. As YOU

know, a ‘tsunami” used to be called a “seismic sea wavew
whereas a “seismic sea wave,n used to be called a ‘tidal wave.n
It is clear that we need a definition of this thing which we
wish to discuss:

Fortunately a definition of ‘tsunamin is
Communication Plan for Tsunami Warning System.

—

given in the
This reads:

TSUNAMI - Term used as the first word
of a message text to identify a ❑essage
which pertains to the TWS and which
requests or conveys factual
information, conditions, or data.

Such a definition may fulfill the purpose of that
document but only emphasizes the need for a glossary of terms
in international documents. Let us define ‘tsunamin as the
gravity wave generated by the vertical component of a relative
❑otion within the earth or ocean. This definition seems broad
enough to include a tsunami on the ❑oon or to cover waves
resulting from explosions within the ocean, such as caused by
bombs or meteorites. Having a definition, what of its plural?

‘Theplural of ‘tsunamin in its source language, Japanese,’ is
also ‘tsunami.n Should we anglicize this to ‘tsunamisn? I

vote for doing so.2.

What shall we call-someone who studies tsunamis? Some
want to call such a person a ntsunamist.n but is a person who
studies seisms called a “seismist?n No, rather,
‘seismologistn; so I suggest ‘tsunamiologist.n Sounds awful,
does it not? But I think that it Is only a ❑atter of time and
use until it will be music to your ears. Then what is a
ntsunamist”? A ‘tsunamistn is someone who causes a tsunami--
and that is not impossible nowadays with the existence of
multi-megaton bombs.

You have undoubtedly heard of the specialization called
‘earthquake engineering.n Surprisingly, one who practices in
this speciality is not someone who designs earthquakes but

1. Professor K. Kajiura informs me that ‘tsunami~ in
Japanese originally ❑eant ‘harbor wavem and later ❑eant unusual
❑otion of the water surface caused by either a seismic sea wave
or surge from other possible sources. Since the word has been
appropriated, internationally, to ❑ean seismic sea waves
ntsunamin in Japanese usage has taken on a restricted ❑eaning
comparable to its international definition, with another word
now being used to denote oscillations caused by surge.

2. The Japanese author, Professor K. Iida, who is expert
in both English and Japanese, accepted the plural form having
the added ‘sn in the preliminary catalog of tsunamis. And the
proceedings of the 1969 meetings in Honolulu were edited for
the book entitled ‘Tsunamis in the Pacific Oceann.

.
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rather someone who designed earthquake-resistant structures.
Prof. R. L. Wiegel, in his text entitled$ “Oceanographical
Engineeringfl, does not mention ‘tsunami engineering.~f By
analogy, we must let this phase denote the design of tsunami-
resistant structures.

The fclllowingglossary, comprised of some words already
in circulation together with some words for which a need is
perceived, is offered for your constructive criticism. The
denotation af the part of speech is (n) for noun, (adj] for
adjective, (v.t.) for transitive verb, etc.

GLOSSARY
ATSUNAMIC: (adj.) Characterized by a lack of the features

typical of a tsunami.

ETA: (n) Estimated time of arrival.

EVACUATION: (n) The process of notifying, guiding, assisting,
or forcing persons to depart from areas deemed to be
hazardous.

EVACUATION MAP: (n) A map that indicates areas for which
planned actions are to be undertaken in case a tsunami
becomes,recognized as a hazard.

FORECAST: (n) The subjective estimates of quantitative
parameters of an event for which the results are unknown,
usually in the future. A forecast procedure is not fully
teachable.

HAZARDICITY: (n) The relative level of risk from a tsunami,
not usually perceived exactly.

HONOLULU OBSERVATORY: (n) Organization at Ewa Beach& Oahu,
which serves as communication and analysis center for
tsunamic data from the Pacific Basins. Now called Pacific
Tsunami,Warning Center (PTWC).

INUNDATION: (n) The depth (relative to a stated reference
level) to which a stated location is covered by water.
See Figure 1.

l_Maxlmum Horizontal Extent
[

I 1

Referance See Level

Gooid

IwOT TO SCALE

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram illustrating the definitions of
‘Inundation” and “run-up”. There are many locations
having inundation: run-up is the value of absolute
inundation at the maximum horizontal extent of
flooding, measured perpendicular to the shoreline.
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LOCAL TSUNAMI: (n) A tsunami originating within one wave

length of the point of observation.

MICRO-TSUNAMI: (n) A tsunami of such small amplitude that it
must be observed instrumentally; not detectable visually.

MICROZONATION: (n) The detailed designation of zones, either
by tsunatiirisk or tsunamicity.

PREDICTION: (n) The action or results of estimating
objectively some quantitative parameters of events, for
which the results are unknown, usually in the future. A
prediction procedure is teachable.

PTWC: Acronym for Pacific Tsunami Warning Center.

RUN-UP: (n) The height above hhwl, measured vertically, to the
level of the highest wetted land or structure. See Figure
1.

TELE-TSUNAMI: (n) A tsunamic originating at a distance of more
than one wave length from the point of observation.

TSUNAMI: (n) The gravity wave generated by the vertical
component of a relative motion within the earth or ocean.

TSUNAMI: Term used as the first word of a message text to
identify a message that pertains to the TWS and that
requests or conveys factual information~ conditions~ or
data. (CP TWS)*

TSUNAMIABLE: (a) Having the potential of giving rise to a
tsunami.

TSUNAMIAGE: (n) Extent of land surface covered at least once
by waves of a tsunamic, as measured above mean high-high
sea level.

TSUNAMIANCE: (n) The state of a system during which a tsunami
occurs,, Or from the origin time until the energy density
is I/e th of the initial arrival.

TSUNAMIATE: (v.t. & i.) To generate tsunami energy.

TSUNAMIATIVK: (a) Having a propensity to generate tsunamis.

TSUNAMIATION: (n) The act of generating a tsunami.

TSUNAMIATOR: (n) The generator of a tsunami.

TSUNAMIC: (adj.) Having features analogous to those of a
tsunami or description of a tsunami.

TSUNAMICITY: (n) The propensity of a specified region to
generate tsunamis.

*CP ‘1’Ws = Communication Plan for Tsunami Warning System (see
References).



TSUNAMIGENESIS: (n) The generation of a tsunami.

TSUNAMIGENIC: (adj.) Having the demonstrated or potential
capability to generate a tsunami.
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TSUNAMIING: (v) To wait for a tsunami to be sensed (analogous
to fishing). Best done with a jug of wine, a loaf of
bread, and your friend.

TSUNAMILY: (adv.) In the manner of a tsunami.

TSUNAMIMETER: (n) Instrument used for measuring some parameter
of a t:3unami.

TSUNAMIMETRY: (n) The study of the instrumentation for
deteCting and measuring some parameter of tsunamis.

TSUNAMIGRAPHY: (n) The scientific description of the
phenomenon of tsunamis.

TSUNAMIOLOG:[CAL: (adj.) Pertaining to the study of tsunamis.

TSUNAM1OLOGY: (n) The s~udy of tsunamis.

TSUNAMION: (n) The quantum of tsunami energy.

TSUNAMIOUS: (adj.) Evidencing a tendency to be a source of
tsunam~Lenergy.

TSUNAMITITE: (n) Any geological material deposited by a
tsunami.

TSUNAMI

TSUNAMI
to

TSUNAMI
at

ENG:[NEER: (n) One who practices tsunami engineering.

ENGINEERING: (n) The practice of designing structures
be tsunami resistant.

MAGNITUDE: (n) The size of a tsunami. Best defined,,
least by reference, by each author. See Adams (1972)

for a brief review of-the term.

TSUNAMI-PRONE: (a) Anomalously receptive to tsunamis.

WATCH BULLETIN: Issued when an earthquake has been detected
which :LSof sufficient magnitude and in such a location
that the generation of a tsunami is possible. (CP TWS IV-
4)*

WARNING BULLETIN: (n) Issued by PTWC upon receipt of positive
evidence that a tsunami exists. Contains estimated times
of arrival at tide stations in the Warning System. (CP
TWS VI-5)*

WATCH CANCELLATION: Bulletin issued when PTWC determines that
a wave has not been generated. (CP TWS VI-7)*

itcp Tws = Communication Plan for Tsunami Warning System (see
References).



60 WARNING CANCELLATION: (n,)Bulletin issued by PTWC to indicate
that:

1. Warning was issued on basis of erroneous data.
2. Only an insignificant wave has been generated. or
3. A significant wave has been generated but poses no

threat to one or more of the areas PTWC warns. (CP
TWS VI-7)*

ZONING: (n) Zonation. The
different zones deemed
risk from tsunamis, or

partitioning of land areas into
to be different with respect to
to tsunamicity.

This discussion is developing a vocabulary for
“tsunamiology”--the study of tsunamis. Note what we are doing:
we are trying to find the meaning of words, either by inferring
what meaning has been assigned by previous users or by deducing
what the meaning should be. This set of actions constitutes a
science other than tsunamiology. Such a science is called
“semasiologyti. “Semasiology“ is the science of the
development of the meaning of words. If we tsunamiologists are
to become novice semasiologists, then we should learn what
procedures and philosophy to use. Fortunately, the third
edition of Webster~s Dictionary (1966) states the currently
practiced philosophy ofedeveloping the meaning by observation.
??Inconformity with the principle that a definition, to be
adequate, must be written only after an analysis of usage, the
definitions in this edition are based chiefly on examples of
usage collected since publication of the preceding edition.n
(Gove, 1961). The important point here is that words had to
have been used in order to be included. I will call this the
l~aposterior” approach.

The semasiologizing tsunamiologist should realize that
this ‘a posteriorin approach has not always been dominant. In
the late 1800~s, Websterts copyright for his dictionary lapsed,
so today, Webster?s dictionary is plagiarizedby many
publishers. If we retrieve the original preface by Noah
Webster, we learn his approach. ~It has been my aim in this
work, now offered to my fellow citizens, to ascertain the true
principles of the language, in its orthography and structure;
to purify it from some palpable errors, and reduce the number
of its anomalies, thus giving it more regularity and
consistency in its forms, both of words and sentences; and in
this manner to furnish a standard of our vernacular tongue,
which we shall not be ashamed to bequeath to five

of J-, who are destined to occupy, and I hope to
adorn, the vast territory within our jurisdiction.

‘lIfthe language can be improved in regularity, so as to
be more easily acquired by our own citizens and by foreigners,
and thus be rendered a more useful instrument for the
propagation clfscience, arts, and civilization, and
Christianity;--if it can be rescued from the mischievous
influence of sciolists, and that dabbling spirit of innovation,

*CP Tws s Communication Plan for Tsunami Warning System (see
References).
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which is perpetually disturbing-its settled usages and filling
it with anomalies,--if, in short; our vernacular language can
be redeemed from corruptions, and our philology and literature
from degradation; it would be a source of great satisfaction to
me to be one of the instruments of promoting these valuable
objects.n (1828)

Noah Webster was the earliest opponent of word pollution;
of ❑ain interest here is his a priori attitude--that he is
providing a ‘standardw. Furthermore, he considers his
predecessors to be ‘a posterlorin standard-bearers as evidenced
by his scathing criticism in his Introduction:. ‘The real fact
seems to be this: these men have taken for the standard what
they were pleased to call the best ~, which, in many cases,
is a local usage, or some favorite peculiarity of.particular
speakers, at least if they have had any authority at all; or
they have given the pronunciation which happened to please
their fancy, though not authorized by usage. In this manner
they have attempted to bend the common usage to their
particular fancies.n

If we term this creative attitude the ‘a prioriti
approach, then we will have a philosophy that we may embrace
and thus justify the promulgation of this glossary.

There does seem to be a need to expand this glossary into
a full-fledged dictionary. Those having additional entries are
invited to submit them to the Tsunami Society.

Of notable interest to any physical scientist is the
motivation for Noah Webster to compile his monumental
Dictionary. In his Preface to his Dictionary, he states,
“About thirty-five years ago, I began to think of attempting
the compilation of a Dictionary. I was induced to his
undertaking, not more by the suggestion of friends, than by my
own experience of the want of such a work, while reading modern
books of science. In this pursuit, I found almost insuperable
difficulties, from the want of a dictionary, for explaining
many new”words, which recent discoveries in the physical
sciences had introduced into use.n

I hope that it does not take ❑e t~irty-five years to
compile a dictionary for English-speaking tsunamiologists.

In 1812, John Adams said to Benjamin Rush, ‘We ought to
have an American Dictionary.n And in 1984, William Adams said
to Doak Cox, “We ought to have a tsunamiological dictionary.”
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ANNOUNCEMENT

The National Technical Information

Springfield, Virginia, is advertising a

called, “Tsunamis”. This is alleged to

Service (NTIS) at

published search

cover from 1964 to

May 1983 and is restricted to those citations in the NTIS

Data Base. This carries the identifier of PB83-806984. The

cost is about forty dollars ($40.00). The Tsunami Society

has purchased a copy. .

Some reviewers of this bibliography are preparing a

book review. Members of The Tsunami Society are advised

to read the book review, which is planned for the next

issue, before considering the purchase of this published

search.
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Tsunami Flood Level Predictions for American Samoa

James R. Houston

Coastal Engineering Research Center,

U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,

Vicksburg, Mississippi

ABSTRACT

The paper describes a methodology to determine tsunami flood excedance fre-
quency distributions for islands. A catalog of historical tsunamis in the
Samoan Islands was compiled for the study by the International Tsunami Infor-
mation Center. These data were used to determine a frequency-of-occurrence

distribution for Pago Pago Harbor, American Samoa. A hybrid finite-element

numerical model with a grid covering American and Western Samoa was then used

to extend the historical data at Pago Pago to allow exceedance frequency
distributions to be determined throughout all of the islands of American
Samoa. Tests of the model included comparisons with kncwn solutions of wave

interactions with idealized island bathymetries. In addition, a simulation

was performed for the 1960 Chilean tsunami at American Samoa and successful
comparisons were made between measured data and numerical model calculations.

A methodology is presented for determining tsunami exceedance frequency
distributions for American Samoa including the effect of tides on the
distributions. Tsunami exceedance frequency distributions [including the
effect of tides) were determined at 144 locations throughout the five islands
of American Samoa. The methods described can be used for coastal zone
management purposes on islands Where historical data are available at only a
limited number of locations.
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INTRODUCTION

American Samoa consists of the five islands of Tutuila, Aunuu, T8u, WU,

and Olosega (Figure 1). The major population concentration is et Pago Pago
on the island of Tutuila (Figure l). Like other islands in the Pacific tiean,
American Samoa is threatened by tsunamis that occur periodically. Historical
data of tsunami activity in American Samoa are concentrated in Pago Pago
Harbor. Only isolated reports describe tsunami activity on other parts of the
Island of Tutuila, and there are no known reports of tsunami activity on the
other islands of American Samoa. In order to obtain as complete and reliable
a data base as ~ssible for this study, the International Tsunami Information
Center (ITIC) performed a detailed search and analysis of all data sources
reporting tsunami activity in American Samoa. These data were combined with
the use of a numerical model to predict tsunami elevations along the entire
coastline of American Samoa.

NUMERICAL MODEL

The interaction of tsunamis with the islands of American Samoa were
determined by using a hybrid finite-element numerical model developed by
Houston (1981). The model solves the following equation that governs the

propagation of periodic, small amplitude surface gravity waves over a variable

depth seabed of mild slope:

c
v. (Ccgv+) + + lu2$ = o

.
(1)

.
V is the horizontal gradient operator, c is the group velocity = ~~ C(l + c)

g
where G = 2khlsinh2kh, c is the phase velocity = (~ tanh kh)l’2, k iS

the wave num~er, u ●is the angular frequency, .$ is a velocity potential

defined by u = V$, u is a two-dimensional velocity vector.

Equation (1) was derived by Berkhoff (1976) and Schonfeld (1972) and is
discussed in detail by Jonsson and Brink-Kjaer (1973). This equation governs

both refraction and diffraction. It reduces to the well-known ‘eiconal”
equation governing refraction by neglect of the variation of the amplitude
function in the horizontal plane. The equation reduces to the diffraction
llelmholz equation in deep or constant depth Water and to the linear long-wave
equation in shallow water.

Equation (1) is solved using a hybrid finite element method originally
developed by Chen and Hei (1974) to solve the diffraction Helmholz equation in
a constant depth region. Space is divided into two regions as shown in Fig. 2

(~inite inner region A and infinite outer region B). Conventional finite
elements are used in the variable depth region A. A single super-element is

used to cover the constant depth infinite region B. Variational principles

are used that incorporate the matching conditions between the regular elements
and the super-element as natural conditions. Thus, a symmetric global

stiffness matrix is obtained that is very advantageous for highly complex
problems.

The variational principle for the boundary value problem requires that
the following functional be stationary with respect to arbitrary first
variation of the velocity potential $ :
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where 01 is the incident wave velocity potential, n a unit normal, and the

laat two integr81~ are line integrals at infinity. Analogous to the deriva-

tion of Chen and Hei (1974), this functional can be rewritten as follows:

(3)

where 4B and ‘$A are the velocity ptentials in regions B and A, respec-

tively and nA is a unit normal to the boundary separating regions B and A.

The inner A is assumed to have a variable depth and to be of finite
extent. This region is subdivided into finite elements. Here the elements

are triangular with simple linear shape functions. The infinite region B is
assumed to have a constant depth and is covered with a single super-element.
Since region B has a constant depth, the governing equation is the diffraction
Helmholz equation. An analytical solution for the velocity potential in
region B is well known and can be expressed as follows:

m

$B = ~ 1! (kr)(a cosne + G sinne)
n n

n=o
n

(4)

where a ‘s and Bn’s are constant and unknown coefficients. Hn(kr) are
n

Fiankel functions of the first kind, and r and 0 are radial and angular
variableg in polar coordinates. The velocity potential given in equation (4)
satisfies the Sommerfeld radiation condition that the scattered waves ❑ust
behave as outgoing waves at infinity. Thus , region B can be considered to be

a single super-element with a shape function given by equation (4).

If the shape functions are used “to evaluate the integrals of equation (3)
and the functional is extremized with respect to the unknowns, a net of linear
algebraic equations is obtained. Of course, the infinite series given by
equation (k) must be truncated at some finite extent. The number of terms
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that must be retained depend? upon the incident wave length and may ba found
by increasing the number of terms until the solution is insensitive to the
addition.of further terms. Solution of the buund8ry value problem thus
r,educesto the solution of N linear algebraic equation~ for N unknowns
(where N is the number of node points in the finite ●lement discretization
plus the number of unknowns in the truncated series).

The symmetric complex coefficient matric K is in general large, sparse
and banded. It can be stored and manipulated in che computer in a packed
form. The packed form is chosen to be a rectangular array (N variables in
length and the semi-bandwidth in width).

MODEL VERIFICATION

To verify this numerical model, comparisons were made between the finite
●lement calculations and both an analytical and a numerical solution for the
interaction of waves with a circular island on a paraboloidal shoal. Figure 3
is a sketch of the problem. Horn-ma (1950) presented the analytical solution
to the long-mave equation for plane waves incident upon this island.

Figure 4 shows a finite-element grid with 2640 ●lements used by the ❑odel
described in this paper to solve the problem of the. interaction of long waves
with a circular island on a paraboloidal shoal (by eymmetry only half the
shoal needs to be considered). Figure 5 shows comparisons between Horn-ma’s
analytical eolution and the finite element model eolution for incident waves
with five different periods. The agreement is excellent with only slight
differences for the 240 sec wave (resulting from lower resolution of the
incident wave for shorter period waves).

Jons~on et al. (1976) show that for a wave with a 240 sec period
interacting with the circular island on a paraboloidal shoal the effect of
frequency dispersion is not particularly significant. The ratio of wave
length to water depth for this case is approximately 11. However, for a 120
sec incident wave (wavelength to water depth ratio of less than 5), frequency
dieapersion is quite significant. In order to maintain a resolution of a 120
sec wave that is approximately equal to that obtained for the 240 sec wave
using the 2640 element grid, it is necessary to reduce ●lement side lengths by
a factor of approximately 2. This reduction “resultsin a quadrupling of the
number of elements. Figure 6 shows a finite ●lement grid with 10,560 elements
used to calculate the interaction of a 120 sec wave with the island. Figure 7
shows a comparison between a numerical solution of equation (1) using an
orthogonal collocation solution equation and the finite element model solution
(grid of Figure 5) of this paper.

A long wave version of the finite-element model also was verified in an
earlier study (Houston et al. 1977) by numerical simulations of two historical
tsunamis in Hawaii (1960 and 196fItsunamis). The 1960 Chilean and 1964
Alaskan tsunamis are the only major tsunamis for which some reliable informa-
tion regarding source-generating characteristics exist

The major point of the verification efforts illustrated is to demonstrate
that the numerical model and”the methodology used are indeed valid and can
reproduce known historical tsunsmi occurrences. Thus for the case of islands
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that arise abruptly from deep water a linear theory, properly applied, can
reproduce major historical tsunami occurrences. Nonlinear effects are not of
major importance apparently because the islands have such short shallow-water

shelves there is not sufficient time for nonlinear effects to develop,

MODEL USE

The numerical model was used to determine elevations of historical
tsunamis along the entire coastline of the islands of American Samoa based
upon historical data in Pago Pago Harbor. Figure 8 shows the finite-element

grid for the $emoan Islands. Figures 9 and 10 show sections of the finite-
element grid for Tutuila and for Olosega, Ofu, and Tau Islands. The model
calculated the interaction of tsunamis with American Samoa and determined
relative heighltsalong the coastline. The tsunemi elevation at an arbitrery

location where historical deta were not availeble was determined by
multiplying the known historical elevation recorded at a location in Pago Pago
Harbor by the ratio of the elevation calculated by the numerical model at the
arbitrary location and the elevation calculatd at the location in’Pago Pago
Harbor. The numerical model takes into account the major processes that would
cause different tsunami elevations at the arbitrary location and the location
in Pago Pago Harbor where there is a historical record. That is, the model
calculates shoaling, refraction, diffraction, reflection, resonance, shielding
of the back side of an island by the front side, and reflections between
islands.

Deepwater wave forms of historical tsunemis are not known. However, the
directions of spproach of historical tsunamis and the basic range of weve
periods are known. By inputting sinusoidal waves of unit amplitude from the

seine direction as a historical tsunami into the numerical model over a bend of
wave periods, the interaction of the historical tsunami with American Samoa
wes determined,, Waves with periods from 10 to 60 min in steps of 150 sec were
used as input to the numerical model for each historical tsunami. At every

shoreline location) the response to each of the incident wave periods was
squared, the squared responses all summed, and a square root of the total sum
was taken. Thus , at each shoreLine location, a variance of the response wave
form was calcul.eted. By multiplying this varience by the ratio of a

historical recclrding in Pago Pago Harbor and the variance of the response wave
form calculated at the location in Pago Pago Harbor, elevations for the
historical tsunami along all of the coastline of American Samoa were
determined.

The method used to calculate tsunami elevations for historical events is
approximate since the incident wave energy is spreed uniformly over a range of
wave periods. For an actual tsunami, there undoubtedly is a distribution of
wave energy that is not perfectly uniform. Thus , the method used in this

report provided the response for an averege ensemble of tsunamis generated in
a region. However, thi average response may be very similar to the response
for a particular tsunami, since it is well known that the tsunami response at
a location is more dependent upon characteristics of the location than upon
characteristics of the incident tsunami. Thus , two different tsunemis

recorded at a single locetion are often very similar. whereas the same tsunami

recorded at two different locations often appears remarkably different.
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The 1960 tsunami from Chile is the only tsunami for which there are
recording at several locations on the Island of Tutuila. Using the
techniques deaeribed above, ●legations were predicted and compared with actual
historical measurements. The known elevation was taken to be the 9.5 crest
elevation at the end of Pago Pago F1.arbor. The numerical model pradicted a
crest elevation of only 2.3 f“tat Fagaalu (“Figure 1) near the mouth of Pago

Pago Rarbor. Keys (1963) reported that ‘the sea rose no more than 2.5 ftm at
Fagaalu. An ●levation of 6.4 ft was predicted at the Administration boatahed
in Pago Pago Harbor, and this compared favorably with the 6 to 7 ft reported
at this location by Keys (1963). An elevation of 5.1 ft was predicted at the
tide gage location. The maximum crest amplitude on the tide gage marigram
(Symons and Zetler, 1960) was approximately 4 ft. Flowever, the tsunami had a
sufficiently short wave period and great height at the tide gage location that
maximum elevations ❑ay have been reduced eomewhat by tide gage distortion. At
Tafuna (Figure 1) near the airport, the numerical model predicted an elevation
of only 0.6 ft. Kays (1963) reported that no disturbance was noticed at
Tafuna. There was a reportad (Keys 1963) maximum trough to crest range of 6
to 10 ft at a location 1/2 mile from the Administration boatshed in Pago Pago
Fiarbor. At this location, the numerical model predicts a range of 7.5 ft.

Keys (1963) alao indicates there were no reports of tsunami activity outside
Pago Pago Harbor. The average crest elevation predicted by the numerical
model for all locations outside Pago Pago Harbor was only 1.5 ft. Since the
❑aximum waves arrived at low tide, this crest ●levation would have resulted in
a combined tsunami and tide elevation just a fraction of a foot greater than
mean sea level and about 1 ft less than high tide. Thus, the tsunami would
not have produced any flooding at typical locations outside Pago Pago
Harbor. The greatest elevation outside Pago Pago Harbor predicted by the
numerical model was a 6-ft elevation in Leone Bay. This is an elevation of
approximately 3.5 ft above mean high water. It%interesting to note that the
only report of tsunami damage outside Pago Pago Harbor for any historical
tsunami was at Leone where the 1917 tsunami partly demolished the Catholic
Church.

TSUNAHI ELEVATION PREDICTIONS

Historical data of tsunami activity in American Samoa were determined by
a study conducted by the ITIC. The data for American Samoa were concentrated

almost exclusively within Pago Pago Harbor.

Reliable reporting of ●vents in American Samoa probably started around
the turn of the century. Therefore, the period of time from 1900 was used in
the frequency analysis. Using the ITIC data, the elevations at the end of
Pago Pago Earbor for the 1917 1919, 1922, 1946, 1952, 1957, and 1960 tsunamis
were 7 ft. 8.3 ft. 4.8 ft. 3.9 ft. 6.8 ft, 2.7 ft. and 9.5 ft. respectively.

The historical data in Pago Pago Harbor allowed elevations to be
determined at the end of Pago Pago Harbor for seven historical tsunamis. The
finite-element model was then used to simulate the interaction of these
historical tsunamis with American Samoa. Using the same techniques as used to
calculate the interaction of the 1960 Chilean tsunami with American Samoa. the
numerical model calculations were used to determine elevations for these seven
historical tsunamis at node prints of the numerical grid all along the coasts
of American Samoa.
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Tsunami ●xcedance frequency distributions were determined by ordering the
tsunami elevations (includihg effect of tides as described by Houston, 1980)
at each location and relating elevation versus frequency of occurrence (using
leaat-squares techniques) by curves that can be represented by the equation

where

H.-B- A loglOf (6)

elevation of maximum combined tsunami and astronomical tide
above mean sea level

frequency per year of tsunami occurrence

This relationship between tsunami height and frequency of occurrence has been

, used previously by geveral investigators.

100-year tsunami elevations were determined for the entire coastline of
American Samoa. The largest elevations occur at the end of Pago Pago Harbor
as seen in Figure 11. Smaller peaks in the 100-year elevations were found at
Fagaaa and Leone Bays on the north and west coasts, respectively, of
Tutuila. Historical data confirms these locations have experienced larger
than normal elevations during historical tsunamis.

CONCLUSION

A finite ●lement numerical model was shown to adequately simulate tsunami
interaction with small islands. A method was developed to use this model in
conjunction with limited historical measurements to extend tsunami elevation
predictions on islands to locations with little or no historical data.
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) DATA ANNOUNCEMENT la

TSUNAMI DATA
S5.EfiBOt
A@ 19s5

AS part of a continuing program to wate a Ille of tsunami data to support the Interests
of englnserq oceanograpfwm EM wkrnolcgkts, lfw NatloIIal Geophyslcat Data @n& (TWIG)
and the collwalad World Data Center A mOGA) for Solld.Earfh GeophySks hava compllsd
a unique set of data basas. Dlgltal historic tmmksmfdata, tide gage rscords, photographs,
bathymetric data, and technical publlcal Ions am m’allabl.a The speclflc data holdings areas
follows

Hlstostc lbunaml Data

Thk data collection @an with the
Historical Tsunami Data Bade, which con.
slstsd of shut 1,450 svents oomplkd by
Doak Cox of the Unlwwslty of Hawall. AUfdi.
tlonal Information wee addad from National
GeOph@cOl Oalta C.3nter flke. for enrthqulka
eplcstdem magnltwteq and d@ra Tkwwml
effects including WBVGIwlghts damaw Imd
numbem of deaths wem 6dd# from aevoml
8ource8 Including the Cataloguos of
Tsunamis of the WMern and Eastern coasts
of the Faclfk Ocean ty Sokskv and (La CkIr.
mntty Ww data bAse Consists OK about 1,450
events since 49 ❑G, all Paclf Ic Iota tfons
mpmtlng tsunami effects In the 2Qfh centuv,
and all eartisr Paclflc tmmamk mpormg
wavsa of 1.5 metem or larger. Mom In fomna.
tlon k available for areae such 85 Hawall ncd
Chlk other Indfqdh mglonal Btudks will tm

ccmpbfad In tha future The fsuIwMI data !m
uaaful In tha pfmpamt IM of tmmaml mqma
m well se Iktn of tsunamis havlno Cartoin

dam8ga, amf effects

In addltkn to tha -Ilk S@n tmmaml dsta cbacrfbut dfom Nt30C alao hss Ilmlkd Infer.
mat Ion about t8unamk that hava occurred in othw arena Includlng the Madlterranenn ard
Caribbean Saa8 and Atkntk and lndiaft Oceans

THIS FLIER REFLECTS CHANGES IN OATA, FRfCEs AND 0ROERfNL3 PROCEDURE FOR DATA
PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN MAY 1SS1.

World Data Center A fcr Solid Earth Geor)hvsics –
\ “-
Ij National Geophysical Data Center” ‘ ~w~

U‘..%-, /,’

TsunamiPhotographs

Photographs are a permanent way of ca13turing on film the transient nature of tsunamis
as !hey approach, and inundate. the coastllnea Photographs also preserve a vlvld descrlp
Non of the devastatl”g property damage some tsunamis causs to structures near the coasts.
NGCC has compllsd a collsellcm of more th,m 7CQ such photographs Examples and descdp.
tlons of all the photographs l“cludlf,g went datq Iocatlon, and other pertinent Information
are contalnsd In a publication entitled ,,Natuml Hazards Photqpaphs’, available fmm NGDC,

A tmlque set of 3Smm slldm has bffen compiled fmm the phokgraph colkcflon. Slhks
In this set d+pkt advancing wavs$ harbor dmmaga and Lmfore.and.after scemm cd stntctural
damage they also show views ot Itw .Xdsint of Inundatkm along the shores. 6scauw
photographs show ctear<ut evidsnw of the de.structlve fcfcs of tsunami wa$ws, they pmvido
a unique and affordable educational tool for pmse?datlon to both technical and nontechrdcal
audkncea

Publkatlons

l% I.wnamlcatalo08 are avalkble fmm NGOC. “Catalcg of TkImamls In Alasf& fWorld
Data Canter A for SolarTeweatrkl Pftydca, 1976, by Ooak G tix, Unlverslfy 01 Hawtdl, and

_ p’a~fwanolm ESSA Coast and GaodMc SUMJYI lkts taummk from 17S6 thmwgh
JurIo 19T3 and gfws a Mel dmtxfpticm of cad?. Tha Oat Includes date ktcafkn. and magnll~
of aach earthquake and a bnaf das&IplktI of Imunaml effacta “Calakg of Ikwmmk In Hewall-
@Wdd Data (Xnter A for Solld Earth Oaophywks 1977, by Gec#qe Pnrems-Caraya.ni& EBSA,
Caa8t and Oaodellc SUmey) k a complla!lal of data p.wlalnlrtg to teuftamk obaarved and
Inatrumfmtalty meofdad In Hawaii from the early WfbOa to IS76. It cordalns Information slmllar
to tha! In NW Ak8ka catafog.

Tfda Lmga Raoofds

About 3,SW tlrk gaga mcofd$ dating back to ISSO. hum U.S and fomlgn tkk station% are
avolkbk on micmflcha The National Ocean Swvsy (NOS) has led thsss Important records
to NGDC tor fllmlng and dktrlbution. Each Illda slation has supplkd records.

BatfsynfadffcData

NGOChas Ihrea dlgltfd data baaes that pKwlcb both worldwide and regional bathymetric
coveraqa Tha Dlgltal Bathymetric Data Efaaa 5 (DBDB51 pmvldea a complete SmInute gdd
of bathymatry fci the worlds oceana Tfw (wo@IYslcal Data System (GEOOAS) pmvldm
bathymetv from geophy.?lcal crukse trackllnw worldwlde. The NOS H@ographlc Data S8.$s
Ptwddsra hlghfy Cfsdelkd bathymetry for the camtal waters of the United States. All the~ data
am available on magneflc tapa and can ta fonnattat to provfda plots, even. space golds, of
prolllea For prks,,y and In forrnetlon on hcw ‘toordercall (K13) 497.6376, or write NGoC at
address given on next page.

..-
Tsunamis is the Ja~n &ion /
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i:” lnserf irom Pec/fic
,, Basin Tsun.sml Map

2’

Paclflc Basin Tsunami Map

A wall.size. nwlll+olor map dsplctlng Paclflc B@n Tsunsmk (t60X~ haa bean pmpamd
Using a potilon of the NGDC dlgltal data basa The map 8howa the Iocatlone of AIM aWWIfS
(Includlng earthquakes, volca”lc eruptlona and Ikndslldes) that caua6d fsunsmls durfng that
p+?rlod Tables list dates of the events, cent parametem number of daatha, lnd dkatrustlort.
Reprcsentatlve Iocatlons repwtlng wnup helghfs of t.5 meters or krper am ako @town on
the map.

Pricing Info ,riatlon

Tsunami photograph (8” x 10” print)
Tsunami slide $M.mm)
Tsunami sllde set (2u slides)
Tide 9age record (microfiche)
Tsunami map (folde@

(flat in maitlng tube)
Tsunamt dlgltal data search
Catalog of Tsunamis In Alaska (SE.1)
Catalog of Tsunamis In Hawall {SE+

MINIMuM ORDER $10

Siu.oo
2.20

31.W
3.50

12.im
26.00
SO.OJ

I.m
I.w

(.?03) 497.&337, FTs 3206237.

HOW TO ORDER

US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE REGULATIONS NOW REOUIRE PREPAYMENT N ALL )0+
FEDERAL ORDERS Teled?one pfe-or+ers we accepted, but dnk WI! not LX Sh4FPWI mfs ~t k
received Checks and money mdem shw4d IX madg _ to CCMMEWENt-SNNGDC ~

add Imndli”g fe% lcN nLInG,S,A. ,ndw as f- $5 fm ~~ ~ to $50 IO.,, of ~ of ~ _
fwmders $50wdmr Pbw~m US~~wau.SAW. ~~hc~
to an Am.ncan Exwess. Maskfcwd, m Ved card, by t~ m feftw, ~ M G@ ~
numkr. extiraikn &t* tsl@wm “umber, d ycu s@w+fwe wnh wdw kquMe.x ~ md pq.
merd shcu~ M adtke~ to

N-I GCOF4WMMI caner
N13?A, Coda EN%S2

325 Smdwq
Smlldw. co 6owf2

Dlrect telephone Inquiries to:

Gmmwdal (203) 497.6%1
FTS 320.6541

Wax 592811 NOA4 MASC BOR

For technical I“fonnathm, please Contacl

Nofe: The prices quoted here are v.slld through SeptemLw 3P, 1w5. Prices appltcnble #tte,
th8t date may be obfalned by Calllng (303) 497+1541, FIS 32V.@-4r.
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)hnotsncernent and
call for papers

International Symposium
on

NATURAL AND
MAN-MADE
HAZARDS

August 3-9, 1986

Rimouski and Quebec City,
Canada

Sponsored by :The Tsunemi Socioty

Hosted by :Universit6 du (lut$bec d Rintouski
Rimouski, Qu6bec, Canada

The objectives of tlm Ifttematiomrl Symposi!!m

on Natural and Man made hazards are to
promote the advancenmnt of the hazards
sciences, to perceive al]d exploit those as
pects that are similar for some of the various
hazards, to review the newest devekrpements
in a few selected fields, and also to outline
new directions for future research. The
hezardous aspects of the following topics will
be included in the Sympoeium.

Air
Tropical and extrs-tropical cyclones
thunderstorms, squall lines, lightning, hail,
rainfall, snow, acid rain, nuclear winter,
carbon dioxide effects, climatic changes,
clear air turbulence, air pollution,
visibility, fog.

Wetar
- Tsunamis, storm, surges, wind waves,

edge waves, swell, abnormal water levels,
tides and tidal boree, hydraulic jumps,
flash floods, water spouts, ice flows,
icebergs, icing on marine structures,
ice jams in rivers, ice ride-up on shore,
man-made etorage of water resources
and thair environmental effects,
water pollution. ~

Land
- Earthquakes, land sfides, snow avalanche,

floods and droughts,
soil erosion, deforestation and
desertification.

Authore are invited to submit extended
abstracts of 2-3 pages (up to 40 lines per pa-
ge). To maintain a high scientific standard, it
is thought that extended abstracts will help in
a better screening of the submitted papere.
Original and fives copies of the extended
abetracts should be sent to the Coordinator of
the Symposium before October 31, 1965.
Csmera-ready abstracts should be typed on
216 x 279 mm paper with 25 mm margins.
Spacing between lines should be 1.5mm. Elite
12 type is prefered, The heading block should
include the following items on successive
lines : (i) the title in capital letters, and (ii) the
name (s) of the author (s) in upper end lower
case letters, and affiliation. There should be
two-line spaca batween the heading block and
the text. All lines including the title, names

and text are to be typed left j~lstifiwi. A w)
Iume of the extemied at]stracrs will lw Pre

published and will be nm[ie atia!lal]le !() tl~!?
pa!ticipal)ts prior to the mepti!tg Full paIIws
should roach the coordinator hv March 30,
1966. All manuscripts will go thrm,gh careful
and full editorial standards aml only good
quality papers will be ipcluded in tlw final pro
ceedings of the Symposium. D. Reidrd PII -
bliehing Company (Oordrecht, Boston, Lan
caster, Tokyo) agreed to publish the Proceed
ings of the Symposium.

Five post-symposium excursions and visits (2
5 days each} are bring planned. Interested
participants will be offered the choice of
either : a Gasp& Peninsula tour, a Saguenay
Fjord cruise, a St. Lawrence Estuary cruise
(watch the whalas), a visit of the Manic.5
hydroelectric project (one of the largest hydro
electric plants in the world} or e visit of the
Bay of Fundy (where the largest tides in the
world occur).

The meeting comes at a time of the ~ear
when the lower St. Lawrence and Gaspe area
are most enjoyable. Social and recreational
programs ere being arranged for spouses, fa
milies as well as for the participants. Combi
ning the scientific meetings with holidays is
recommended,

A second Circular containing Registration and
Housing Information and detailed description
of the post-meeting activities will be published
in late June 1965.

Thoee interested in being on the mailing list
are invited to complete and return the form
below, or write to :

Dr. Mohammed E1-Sebh
CMpartement d’ocbanographie
Universit6 du Qu6bec ~ Rimouski
310, srvenua des Ursulines
Rimouski (Qu6bec)
G5L 3A1

TM. : (418) 724.1765
Sec. : (418] 724-mo
T41ex : W131623
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

THE TSUNAMI SOCIETY
P.O.BOX 8523

Honolulu,Hawaii96815,USA

1desireadmissionintotheTsunamiSocietyas:(Check appropriate box.)

KI Student •lMember U InstitutionalMember

Name Signature

Address ~hone No.

ZipCode Country

Employedby

Address

Titleof your position

Him: Student $5.00 Member $25.00 Institution$100.00
Feeincludesa subscriptiontothesocietyjournal:SCIENCE OF TSUNAM1 HAZARDS.

Send duesforone yearwithapplication.Membershipshalldatefrom1 Januaryoftheyear
inwhichtheapplicantjoins.Membershipofan applicantapplyingon orafterOctober1 will
beginwith1 Januaryofthesucceedingcalendaryearand hisfirstduespaymentwillbe
appliedtothatyear.
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